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CHAPTER 3

THE FOUNDING GENERATION (1871-1900)

The Game

When we think of MLB’s stability and rich traditions, we are thinking of the past 
120 years since the start of the 20th century. MLB’s first 30 years were anything but 
stable and traditional, with turmoil and radical change on every front. While it is 
convenient to cover the 30 years of 19th century professional baseball in a single 
chapter, the game changed more radically in those 30 years than in the 120 years 
that followed. The rules and the configuration of leagues and teams changed near-
ly every year.1,2 The number of MLB teams, which started at nine in 1871 when 
there was only the NA, mushroomed to as high as 25 in 1890 (when there were 
three competing leagues) and fell back to eight by 1900, when the NL enjoyed a 
brief monopoly.3

Restrictions on pitchers, who were originally required to throw underhand from 
45 feet away and put the ball where the batter requested, were removed by 1884 

(see Table A1.2 in Appendix 1). How-
ever, the pitching distance was grad-
ually lengthened, reaching its cur-
rent 60.5’ in 1893, and the number 
of balls required to give the batter a 
free base decreased from nine in 1879 
to its current four in 1889. The final 5’ 
increase in pitching distance in 1893 
(which allowed 9% more time for 
hitters to react to pitches) had a cat-
aclysmic effect on the smallish pitch-
ers of that era, driving many of them 
from the game and precipitating a 
two-run rise in the leaguewide ERA 
from 3.28 in 1892 to an all-time high 
5.33 in 1894 (Fig. 3.1).4 Hard-throwing 
power pitchers like 6’2” 210-pound Cy 
Young and 6-1” 200-pound Amos Ru-
sie made the transition successfully; 
many smaller pitchers, like 31-year-old 
5’10” 155-pound future Hall of Famer 
John Clarkson and 33-year-old 5’9” Bid McPhee
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175-pound Bill Hutchison, who averaged 40 wins and a 2.76 ERA from 1890-92, 
struggled to adjust and quickly vanished from MLB.5

Defense was terrible, especially early on, mainly because fielders played barehand-
ed.6,7 NA teams averaged 7-8 unearned runs per team per game and more than 
half the runs scored were unearned (Fig 3.2). In the late 1870s and 1880s players 
(especially 1B and C) began to wear gloves to protect their non-throwing hand as 
the frequency of games increased and pitchers were permitted to throw overhand. 
However, their gloves were primitive by modern standards, and even in 1900, the 
2.4 errors per team per game were quadruple the 0.60 errors per team per game 
in 2019.

The most striking stylistic contrast between 19th century baseball and the modern 
game was the emphasis on “smallball,” which prioritized contact over power. Bat-
ters ranging from the hulking Cap Anson and to the diminutive Willie (hit ‘em 
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where they ain’t) Keeler shortened their swings to maximize contact and almost 
never struck out. The ball was put in play on 81% (1891) to 97% (1874) of PA, 
compared to 64% in 2019 (the most recent “normal” season). Due to the high er-
ror rate, batters reached base safely on 33% (1898) to 42% (1873) of balls in play, 
compared to 31% in 2019. Home runs and strikeouts were far scarcer than they are 
today. Except for the offensive explosion of 1894, HR rates never exceeded 0.31 
per game (compared to 1.39 in 2019). Except for the low-offense years of 1888-92, 
SO rates never exceeded 3 per game (compared to 8.8 in 2019, when there were 
actually more SO than H).

Because of the dominance of smallball and scarcity of HR, modern fans often con-
flate this era with the Deadball Era of 1901-19. However, contrary to the popular 
image of hitters scraping and scratching for runs, this was actually a high-scoring 
era, with teams averaging no fewer than five and as many as 10 runs per game (Fig-
ure 3.1). Although shoddy defense contributed significantly to these high scoring 
rates (Figure 3.2), especially in the 1870s, the 5.12 earned runs per team per game 
in 1894 is the highest in MLB history, easily exceeding the 4.73 ER/team/game in 
1930 and the 4.72 ER/team/game in 2000 at the peak of the Steroid Era. 

Equally striking is the profound difference in how 
pitchers were used in this era. From 1871-1886, the li-
on’s share of IP belonged to no more than two pitch-
ers per team. Teams also carried a handful of posi-
tion players who could fill in as relief pitchers when 
the starters were ineffective or hurt.8-10 However, 
by the mid-1880s, the rapid growth of the schedule 
from 30 to 120 games per season led to inning totals 
of 500-700. It was therefore common for ace pitchers 
to win 40 games and compile >12 WARP in a season, 
far exceeding anything seen today, when teams typ-
ically carry 13 pitchers, complete games are a rari-
ty, and pitchers rarely compile as many as 220 IP or 
20 W. As the schedule grew further to 140 games by 
1900, teams increasingly relied on four-man pitching 
rotations and carried 8-10 pitchers on their rosters, 
but 350-400 IP workloads and 30+ W remained the 
norm for pitching aces.

Baseball does not exist in a vacuum but is a micro-
cosm of our society at large. Thus, a history of 19th 
century baseball would be incomplete without de-
scribing the origins of two grossly unjust and long-lasting policies – the establish-
ment of the Reserve Clause in 1879 and the “gentleman’s agreement” to exclude 
players of color in 1889. MLB was born in the aftermath of the Civil War and Re-

Willie Keeler, 1909
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construction and in the age of the capitalist “robber baron.” These themes played 
out in our National Pastime.

When the NA was founded in 1871, professional baseball was only a part-time job, 
in which men of sufficient skill could earn extra money by playing on weekends 
with their local baseball club for a share of the modest gate receipts.11 There were 
no wealthy owners or financiers. Players were free to play with a club of their 
choosing. However, the founders of the NL in 1876 were businessmen with their 
eyes on the bottom line. Their first order of business was to bring stability and 
continuity by controlling costs. 

They standardized rules, schedules, ticket prices, and player contracts. Their most 
far-reaching policy, implemented in 1879, was to establish the Reserve Clause, bind-
ing players to their teams in perpetuity at salaries set at the owner’s discretion.12 
Some rationalized this system as essential to preventing the wealthiest teams from 
hoarding the best players and thereby destroying competitive balance. But empir-
ically, this system did not prevent big-market teams like the New York Yankees of 
1921-64 from doing exactly that and dominating their competition for decades. 
Nor did it prevent teams like the Philadelphia Phillies from winning more games 
than they lost only once (78-76 in 1932) in a 31-year stretch from 1918-1948.

The Reserve Clause’s nearly 100-year reign (1879-1975) drove much of the ferment 
in the configuration of MLB. The establishment of the American Association (AA) 
in 1882, the Union Association (UA) in 1884, and the Players League (PL) in 1890 
(as well as the American League and Federal League in the 20th century) were all 
driven in large part by the desire to break the NL’s dominance, but each of these 
leagues quickly either joined with the NL in honoring the reserve clause (the AA) 
or were run out of business (the UA and PL).13-17 

Although the AA, which lasted 10 years, was the longest lived of these rival 
leagues, the eight-team PL, which operated for only one year (1890), came closest 
to toppling the reserve system. This league was established by John Montgom-
ery Ward’s Players’ Brotherhood under the aegis of the newly passed Sherman 
Anti-Trust Act.18-26 The PL successfully solicited substantial financial backing and 
attracted many of the top stars of the game (with the notable exception of Cap 
Anson), including future Hall of Famers Ward (as player-manager of the Brooklyn 
“Ward’s Wonders”), Roger Connor, Dan Brouthers, Tim Keefe, Buck Ewing, Hoss 
Radbourn, and Deacon White. Worse still for the establishment, the PL competed 
directly with the NL and AA in their biggest markets, undercutting ticket prices. 
The competition among the 25 major league teams, all in the northeast quadrant 
of the US, was so fierce that everyone lost money, but the PL had the best product 
and could have prevailed. 

Unfortunately, the PL’s financial backers in New York, Brooklyn, and Chicago, 
were unwilling to continue to lose money for another year to solidify their league 
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and joined forces with NL ownership in those cit-
ies. Without these flagship franchises, the PL had 
no choice but to fold after only one season. The 
10 year-old AA folded a year later, leaving the NL, 
which absorbed the four strongest AA franchis-
es, with an uncontested 12-team monopoly (few-
er than half the number of teams that existed in 
1890) and its reserve clause intact. Player salaries 
immediately plummeted. Only eight MLB teams 
remained by 1900. 

Given that organized professional baseball was 
established in the Reconstruction era and against 
a backdrop of the Klu Klux Klan and lynchings, 
it is not surprising that players of color were un-
welcome. In 1883, Chicago White Stockings team 
captain, Cap Anson, refused to let his team take 
the field for an exhibition game against the Toledo Blue Stockings, who employed 
an African American catcher named Moses Fleetwood Walker.27 Although Anson 
relented when faced with the loss of his share of gate receipts, that was not the 
end of it. In 1884, when Toledo joined the AA, Anson’s continuing call to ban Af-
rican-American players was taken up by other players and managers, who won the 
shameful acquiescence of ownership. Walker’s release in 1889 following a reprise of 
the 1883 Anson-Walker incident in 1888 led to a de facto ban of players of color from 
MLB, which endured almost 60 years until Branch Rickey finally brought Jackie 
Robinson to the Dodgers in 1947. We will take up this story again in Chapter 6. 

The premier teams of this era were the Boston Beaneaters and Chicago White 
Stockings, whose origins go back to the NA and who survive today as the Braves 
and Cubs. The Providence Grays (1883-84), St. Louis Browns (1885-88), New York 
Giants (1887-88), also enjoyed success in the 1880s.The Brooklyn Bridegrooms 
(who survive today as the Dodgers) and Baltimore Orioles (no relation to today’s 
Orioles) were the top teams of the 1890s. 

The Players

This is the most difficult generation of players to evaluate because the game was 
so different from other eras and changed so much from year to year. Still, I believe 
CVI provides a useful general ranking of the top players of this generation, even 
if it is not perfect.

This generation produced 19 players (eight hitters and eleven pitchers) with CVI 
>62, of whom 13 are in the Hall of Fame. Only Cy Young was elected to the HOF 
by the BBWAA; the rest were elected by the VC (see Chapter 11). It also produced 

Cap Anson
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Table 3.1: CVI-Plus Players

A) Players (Position) Midcareer HOF AVG/OBP/SLG OPS+ WARH CVI

Anson, Cap (1B) 1886 VC .334/.394/.447 142 94.4 108.8
Connor, Roger (1B) 1888 VC .316/.397/.486 153 84.3 102.7
Brouthers, Dan (1B) 1888 VC .342/.423/.520 171 79.8 102.3

Davis, George (SS) 1899 VC .295/.362/.405 121 84.7 83.3
Delahanty, Ed (LF) 1897 VC .346/.411/.505 152 69.6 80.5
Glasscock, Jack (SS) 1887 No .290/.337/.374 112 62.0 74.8
Dahlen, Bill (SS) 1899 No .272/.358/.382 110 75.3 68.8

Hamilton, Billy (CF) 1894 VC .344/.455/.432 141 63.3 64.7
Burkett, Jesse (LF) 1899 VC .338/.415/.446 140 62.8 56.3

Ward, Monte (SS) 1883 VC .275/.314/.341 92 34.3 54.0

B) Pitchers Midcareer HOF ERA/WHIP ERA+ WARP CVI

Young, Cy (SP) 1899 BBWAA 2.63/1.130 138 165.7 194.0
Nichols, Kid (SP) 1895 VC 2.96/1.224 140 116.7 119.9
Clarkson, John (SP) 1889 VC 2.81/1.209 133 84.9 96.0
Keefe, Tim (SP) 1885 VC 2.63/1.123 126 89.1 88.5
Galvin, Pud (SP) 1884 VC 2.85/1.191 107 83.3 82.5
Radbourn, Old Hoss (SP) 1884 VC 2.68/1.149 119 73.2 76.6
Rusie, Amos (SP) 1893 VC 3.07/1.349 129 65.2 70.7
McCormick, Jim (SP) 1882 No 2.43/1.132 118 76.0 69.4
Bond, Tommy (SP) 1877 No 2.14/1.091 115 61.0 68.2
Buffinton, Charlie (SP) 1888 No 2.96/1.234 115 60.7 65.8

Mathews, Bobby (SP) 1874 No 2.86/1.237 104 62.3 62.7
Spalding, Al (SP) 1874 MGE 2.13/1.193 132 53.6 59.8
Griffith, Clark (SP) 1898 MGE 3.31/1.313 121 59.3 56.4
King, Silver (SP) 1889 No 3.18/1.122 121 50.1 56.2
Welch, Mickey (SP) 1885 VC 2.71/1.226 113 63.1 55.9
Mullane, Tony (SP) 1887 No 3.05/1.237 117 61.1 55.3
Breitenstein, Theodore (SP) 1895 No 4.03/1.449 110 51.8 54.3

Ward, Monte (SP) 1883 VC 2.10/1.043 119 28.1 54.0

eight additional CV-Plus players (one hitter, six pitchers, and one two-way player) 
of whom three were elected to the Hall of Fame as players (all by the VC) and two 
as managers/executives (MGE). The careers and HOF credentials of these play-
ers, partitioned into thematic groupings, are presented in this chapter. For each 
player, I have provided his full name, CVI, the main teams he played for (and his 
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WAR accrued with each team in parentheses), and a summary of the high points 
of his career. Later in this chapter, a similar table will be provided for CVI-Minus 
players of this era who have been elected to the HOF. Chapters 4-9 will follow a 
similar format.

What Greatness Looked Like
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1877
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Cap Anson (Age 19-45)

1879
1881
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1887
1889
1891
1893
1895
1897

Cy Young and Cap Anson were the top players of the Founding Generation. Cy 
Young never pitched 500+ innings or achieved a 15-WAR season like many of his 
predecessors of the 1880s, but he far outlasted them and was still producing great 
seasons in his 40s in 1907-08. Cap Anson superficially looks like a compiler but his 
WAR values are limited by the fact that the baseball season lasted <100 games until 
1886, when he was already 34 years old.
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These four pitchers exemplify the pitching style before the substitution of a pitch-
er’s mound for the pitcher’s box and the establishment of the current 60.5’ pitch-
ing distance in 1893, when pitchers were almost everyday players, and walks and 
strikeouts were infrequent. Their productivity was generally confined to a rela-
tively small number of spectacular seasons whose production levels far exceeded 
anything since. Table 3.2 summarizes their seasons with 10 or more WAR.

Table 3.2: The Four Hoss-Men –Seasons with >10.0 WAR

Year Pitcher IP (% of Team) CG/GS W-L SHO ERA+ WARP WAR

1883 Keefe 619.0 (70.8%) 68/68 41-27 5 145 19.8 20.2
1884 Radbourn 678.7 (65.5%) 73/75 60-12 11 205 19.1 19.4
1884 Galvin 656.3 (63.6%) 71/72 46-22 12 155 20.5 18.4
1889 Clarkson 620.0 (53.2%) 68/72 49-19 8 150 16.7 16.2

1887 Clarkson 523.0 (46.5%) 56/59 38-21 2 145 14.9 15.0
1883 Radbourn 632.3 (72.6%) 68/76 48-25 4 150 13.1 13.4
1885 Clarkson 623.0 (61.3%) 68/70 53-16 10 163 12.9 12.8

Each man pitched more than half of his team’s innings and racked up 2-to-3 mod-
ern seasons’ worth of IP, wins and WAR. Indeed, no post-1892 pitcher has more 
than 482 IP (Amos Rusie), 41 wins (Jack Chesbro), or 15.1 WARP (Walter Johnson) 
in a season. It is therefore hard to compare them with modern pitchers. CVI plac-
es them as no-doubt Hall of Famers, in the 0.38-0.63 percentile range. All relied 
on inducing groundballs; none had a 3TO rate higher than 0.19, and only Keefe 
racked up as many as 0.5 SO/H. All were washed up by their mid-30s. Still, they 
each pitched long enough to have won 300 games and to rank in the top 30 in IP 
and ranking 21st, 24th, 29th, and 37th among SP, respectively, in CVI.

The Four Hoss-Men
John Clarkson (SP):

96.0 CVI – Boston NL (42.3),  
Chicago NL (36.5)

Pud Galvin (SP):
82.5 CVI – Buffalo NL (52.7),  

Pittsburgh NL (20.0)

Tim Keefe (SP):
 88.5 CVI – New York NL (34.9),  

New York AA (28.5), Troy NL (13.1)

Old Hoss Radbourn (SP): 
76.6 CVI – Providence NL (54.0),  

Boston NL (13.0)
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Beyond the Numbers

•	 Clarkson	 and	 Keefe	 came	 from	 well-to-do	 families.28,29	 Radbourn’s	 parents	
were	 immigrant	 farmers.30	Galvin	grew	up	in	abject	poverty	 in	the	slums	of	St.	
Louis.31	

•	 Keefe	was	reportedly	the	inspiration	for	the	pitcher	who	struck	out	the	mighty	Casey	
with	men	on	2B	and	3B	and	two	outs	to	seal	a	4-2	victory	over	Mudville	in	the	iconic	
1888	Ernest	Thayer	poem	“Casey	at	the	Bat.”32	 In	real	 life,	the	game	was	played	
in	August	1887	between	the	Giants	and	Phillies,	the	bases	were	loaded,	the	score	
was	5-3,	and	Dan	Casey	hit	a	game-tying	single.33	But	Thayer’s	vignette	makes	for	
a	more	dramatic	story.

•	 Keefe	and	Radbourn	were	active	 in	 the	Players	Brotherhood	and	 jumped	 to	 the	
Players	League	 in	1890.	Keefe’s	sporting	goods	company	supplied	equipment	 to	
the	new	league.

•	 Radbourn’s	60	wins	in	1884	is	an	all-time	record	that	will	never	be	equaled.	Clark-
son’s	53	wins	in	1885	ranks	second	—	and	it	wasn’t	even	his	best	season.

•	 Galvin	 was	 baseball’s	 first	 known	 steroid	 user,	 taking	 part	 in	 an	 1889	 experi-
ment	with	 the	Brown-Sequard	 elixir,	 which	 contained	 extracts	 from	 guinea	 pig	
and	dog	 testicles.34	The	 rotund	Galvin,	who	was	well	past	his	prime,	pitched	a	
two-hit	shutout.	But	we	all	know	now	that	the	impact	of	steroids	is	not	instanta-
neous	and	requires	a	rigorous	training	regimen,	so	the	experiment	really	proved	
nothing.

The First Great Modern Pitchers

Cy Young (SP) 
194.0 CVI – Cleveland NL (75.6),  

Boston AL (67.1), St. Louis NL (15.7)

Kid Nichols6 (SP): 
119.9 CVI – Boston NL (107.2)

There is no “Kid Nichols Award,” but in the high-scoring 1890s, Nichols was on a par 
with Cy Young, as they thrived under the rules changes of 1892-93 that wrecked so 
many other pitching careers. Young and Nichols entered the NL together in 1890 
and pitched most of their careers from 60.5’ under mostly modern rules. Although 
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both were work-
horses by today’s 
standards, nei-
ther ever had 
more than 453 
IP, 49 CG, 36 W, 
or 14.0 WARP, in 
a season and nei-
ther ever pitched 
more than 34% 
of his team’s in-
nings. 

When one compares their career WAR trajectories, Nichols was actually the 
slightly superior pitcher in the 1890s, accruing 96.9 WARP (31.5 in 1890-92, 
and 65.4 afterwards) versus 87.4 WARP (22.2 in 1890-92, and 65.2 afterward) 
for Young. Nichols also had 30 more wins (297-267), eight more shutouts (36-
28), 32 more CG (418-386), and 369 more SO (1484-1125) than Young in the 
1890s, with a lower ERA (2.97-3.05) and WHIP (1.234-1.242) and a better ERA+ 
(146-139). 

However, Nichols left MLB in 1901 after a 
19-win season to co-own and manage a mi-
nor league franchise, while Young went on 
pitching exceptionally for 10 more years 
and finally retired at age 44. Nichols came 
back successfully in 1904 (21 wins) but was 
out of baseball by age 36. So it is Young 
who stands high atop the career leader-
boards with 7356 IP, 749 CG, 511 W, and 
165.6 WARP, who was among the original 
HOF inductees in 1939, and who was hon-
ored by the establishment of the epony-
mous award for pitching excellence. Nich-
ols’s 5067.1 IP (11th), 532 CG (4th), 361 W 
(7th), and 116.7 WARP (4th) also rank high 
on the career leaderboards, but he was a 
HOF afterthought, winning recognition 
from the VC in 1949. Young and  Nich-
ols are both elite Hall of Famers, whose 
CVI rank second and tenth, respectively, 
among SP, and seventh and 28th, among all 
HOF-eligible players.Kid Nichols
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MLB’s big men of the 19th century were 1B, not pitchers. Anson (6’2” and over 200 
pounds), Connor (6’3” and 220 pounds), and Brouthers (6’2’’ and 207 pounds) 
were imposing figures in their day; indeed it was Connor’s bulk that gave rise to 
changing the name of the New York NL team from “Gothams” to “Giants” in 1885. 
These three 1B were the outstanding hitters of the 1880s. 

None of these men was a slugger in the modern sense. Although Connor held the 
MLB career HR record until Babe Ruth came along, his 138 HR are hardly rem-
iniscent of Babe Ruth (or even Babe Herman). Brouthers held the career home 
run record (107) before Connor. Brouthers (.520 SLG and .178 ISO), Connor (.486 
SLG and .170 ISO) had substantial extra base power; his 233 triples rank fifth 
on the all-time leaderboard. On the other hand, Anson (.447 SLG and .113 ISO) 
swung strictly for contact. All three players struck out infrequently. Anson (31.15) 
and Brouthers (28.26) rank 21st and 30th on the career leaderboard for AB/SO.  
Connor’s 17.14 AB/SO, though less impressive, is still three times better than 
Bonds and Ruth, twice as high as Henry Aaron, and comparable to Joe DiMaggio, 

The Giants

Cap Anson (1B):
108.8 CVI – Chicago NL (84.8),  

Philadelphia NA (8.7)

Roger Connor (1B): 
102.7 CVI – New York NL (53.0),  
St. Louis NL (9.5), Troy NL (9.4)

Dan Brouthers (1B): 
102.3 CVI – Buffalo NL (24.5),  

Detroit NL (20.1), Brooklyn NL (12.6)

Beyond the Numbers

•	 Young’s	decision	to	sign	with	the	Boston	Americans	in	1901	(along	with	the	defec-
tion	of	Nap	Lajoie)	brought	the	new	AL	instant	credibility.	He	threw	the	first	pitch	of	
the	first	modern	World	Series	for	Boston	in	1903	and	was	the	only	pitcher	to	win	a	
game	in	both	the	Temple	Cup	and	the	World	Series.

•	 In	1907,	Young	became	the	only	pitcher	to	throw	three	consecutive	1-0	CG	shutouts.	
He	was	also	one	of	only	six	men	to	throw	three	or	more	no-hitters,	including	the	first	
modern	perfect	game	in	1904	at	age	37.	Only	Ryan	and	Koufax	have	thrown	more.

•	 According	to	Bill	James,	Kid	Nichols	had	a	decisive	impact	on	five	close	pennant	
races	 in	1891,	1892,	1893,	1897,	and	1898;	only	Babe	Ruth	and	Mickey	Mantle	
outdid	him	in	that	regard.35	
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who combined elite contact skills with power. Connor had the highest 3TO rate 
(0.185) and SO/H (0.184), while Anson’s 3TO and SO/H are among the lowest in 
history.

In an era when defensive play was primitive, none of these players was a 
strong fielder. Indeed, Anson holds the all-time record with 658 errors at 1B 
(.970 fielding average) and was even worse at 3B (.784 fielding average in 220 
games). By contrast, Dick Stuart, a Red Sox 1B of the 1960s whose fielding 
misadventures earned him the nickname “Dr. Strangeglove,” racked up only 
169 errors in his 10-year career (.982 fielding average), and David Ortiz (whose 
defensive deficiencies limited him to only 265 games at 1B in his 20-year ca-
reer) committed only 22 errors (a fielding average of .990). To be fair, Anson 
played the first half of his career without a fielding glove. Connor was also a 
terrible fielder when he broke in as a bare-handed 3B, with 60 errors and an 
.821 fielding percentage, and was only slightly better at 1B the following year. 
After a shoulder injury limited him to 1B, he worked hard to improve and later 
led all 1B in fielding percentage four times.

One cannot write about Anson without mentioning that he is one of the least 
admirable players in the Hall of Fame. Anson was an intimidating presence on 
the field and was known for his belligerence toward opponents and umpires. He 
earned the nickname “king of kickers” for the dirt he kicked while arguing with 
umpires. More importantly, Anson was on the wrong side of history regarding the 
two major issues of his era – the reserve clause and the color line – which stained 
MLB for decades to come. It was his refusal to play in an 1883 exhibition game with 
a Black player that instigated the chain of events that led to segregation of MLB. 
Unlike Connor and Brouthers, he failed to support the Players Brotherhood in 
1890, yet later had the temerity to complain about the NL’s monopolistic tenden-
cies in his 1900 autobiography when Al Spalding blocked him from establishing 
Western League franchise in Chicago in the late 1890s.36

CVI ranks Anson, Connor, and Brouthers fourth, fifth, and sixth, respectively, 
among 1B and 39th, 47th, and 48th among all HOF-eligible players. They are all elite 
Hall of Famers. 

Beyond the Numbers:

•	 Anson	debuted	at	age	19	on	May	6,	1871,	in	the	Rockford	Forest	City’s	first	game	
of	the	first	national	Association	season.	He	played	for	27	years.

•	 Anson	bought	a	semipro	club	 in	Chicago	 in	1907	and	even	donned	a	uniform	 in	
1908,	although	at	age	56,	he	could	no	longer	play.	Ironically,	Anson	allowed	his	team	
to	play	several	exhibition	games	against	the	Chicago	Leland	Giants,	a	prominent	
Negro	League	team,	without	comment	or	complaint.	
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Dahlen, Davis, and Glasscock did not compare with Anson et al as hitters, but 
they set the defensive standard at the most important position on the field, rank-
ing 8th, 15th, and 25th in dWAR among all SS. Glasscock, who began his career a  

Beyond the Numbers (cont’d)

•	 Anson	ended	his	days	in	vaudeville,	performing	with	his	daughters	in	a	routine	writ-
ten	by	Ring	Lardner.

•	 Unlike	Anson,	Connor	was	a	soft-spoken,	dignified	man,	who	sought	no	attention	
–	sort	of	a	19th	century	version	of	Henry	Aaron.	In	an	odd	twist	of	fate,	it	was	Aaron	
himself	who	inadvertently	rescued	Connor	from	obscurity	with	Aaron’s	record-break-
ing	715th	HR	in	1974,	making	Connor	the	answer	to	the	trivia	question,	“Whose	ca-
reer	home	run	record	did	Babe	Ruth	break?”	His	newfound	fame	led	to	his	belated	
election	to	the	Hall	of	Fame	two	years	later.37

•	 Strangely,	Connor	never	led	the	major	leagues	in	HR	but	finished	second	four	times.	
He	led	the	Players	League	with	14	HR	in	1890.

•	 Connor’s	game-winning	grand	slam	against	the	last-place	Worcester	Ruby	Legs	in	
1881	was	the	first	in	NL	history.	

•	 Brouthers	was	forced	to	find	a	new	team	four	times	in	his	career	when	his	current	team	
folded	–	in	1885	(Buffalo	NL),	1888	(Detroit	NL),	1890	(Boston	PL),	and	1891	(Boston	
AA).	Indeed,	he	played	for	Boston	teams	in	three	different	leagues	in	1890-92.

Three Slick Shortstops

George Davis (SS): 
83.3 CVI – New York NL (44.6),  

Chicago AL (33.1)

Jack Glasscock (SS): 
74.8 CVI – Cleveland NL (15.3),  

Indianapolis NL (14.6), Salem NL (1)

Bill Dahlen (SS): 
68.8 CVI – Chicago NL (34.0),  

Brooklyn NL (20.7), New York NL (14.5)
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decade before Dahlen and Davis and was 
dubbed the “King of Shortstops,” did it most-
ly without wearing a glove. Yet, only Davis is in 
the Hall of Fame, and even he was not recog-
nized until 1998, after a 30-year campaign led 
by baseball historian Lee Allen, almost 30 years 
after his death from tertiary syphilis in a mental 
hospital in 1940.38 Dahlen and Davis were better 
hitters than one may glean from their raw stats, 
since they played much of their careers in the 
offensive doldrums of the early Deadball Era; 
they hit .298 and .314, respectively in the 1890s. 
CVI ranks Davis, Glasscock, and Dahlen 8th, 10th 
and 17th, respectively, among SS and at the 0.51, 
0.67, and 0.92 percentile overall. Glasscock and 
Dahlen deserve to join Davis in the HOF.

Beyond the Numbers:

•	 Dahlen	and	Davis	played	for	World	Series	champions	in	successive	years	–	Dahlen	
for	the	Giants	in	1905	and	Davis	for	the	White	Sox	“hitless	wonders”	in	1906.	Glass-
cock	never	played	in	a	postseason,	and	the	three	main	teams	he	played	for	van-
ished	without	a	trace	–	which	helps	explain	his	present	obscurity.

•	 Davis	began	his	career	with	the	Cleveland	Spiders	and	came	to	the	Giants	in	an	
1892	trade	for	over-the-hill	Hall	of	Famer	Buck	Ewing.	He	jumped	to	the	AL	White	
Sox	a	decade	later.

•	 Dahlen	was	a	notorious	rule-breaker	and	umpire	baiter,	especially	in	the	first	half	of	
his	career	in	Chicago.39	He	came	full	circle	when	he	managed	the	Brooklyn	Super-
bas/Dodgers	in	1910-14	and	had	no	more	success	managing	his	players	than	he	
had	managing	himself.

•	 Dahlen	was	largely	forgotten	after	he	retired	and	never	received	much	support	for	
the	Hall	of	Fame.	In	2012,	SABR’s	Nineteenth	Century	Committee	singled	him	out	
as	its	“overlooked	legend	of	19th	century	baseball.”40	

Jack Glasscock, 1888
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The Phillies of the high-scoring 1890s were an offensive juggernaut that 
never had enough pitching or defense to win a pennant. “Big Ed” Delahan-
ty and “Slidin’ Billy” Hamilton, who comprised two-thirds of their HOF out-
field (Sam Thompson was the third), epitomized this offensive powerhouse. 
 Delahanty was the big slugger whose .346 career AVG ranks fifth on the all-
time  leaderboard, but who unfortunately is better remembered for jumping 
or falling to his death from a bridge spanning the Niagara river in 1903 after 
leaving his team in midseason and embarking on a prolonged drinking binge.41 
The diminutive 5’6” Hamilton, by contrast, was the Ricky Henderson of his 
day – a base-stealing, run-scoring machine, who was the quintessential lead-
off man of his generation. Hamilton stole >100 bases four times in his 14-year 
career (and 97 once) and his .344 lifetime AVG ranks only two spots behind 
Delahanty. He was also one of the first hitters to make drawing walks a big 
part of his game, leading the NL in OBP and BB five times each. His .521 OBP 
in 1894 was the major league single-season record until Ruth came along, and 
it is still the ninth best of all time. He also batted .403 that year and set the all-
time record with 198 runs scored (one of four times he led the league in that 
category). His .455 career OBP ranks behind only Ted Williams, Babe Ruth, 
and John McGraw. 

Delahanty’s and Hamilton’s gaudy stats were no mere artifacts of the high-scoring 
environment in which they played, as their 154 and 141 OPS+ attest. Unlike Dela-
hanty, who compiled a more than respectable .505 SLG, Hamilton totally lacked 
power, with only 522 more TB than hits. Thus, his .083 ISO falls well below that 
of other speedy contact-hitting smallball superstars like Cobb, Wagner, Speaker, 
and Lajoie. 

Surprisingly, Delahanty was the better defensive OF, since Hamilton’s bad 
hands   and weak throwing arm offset his superior speed. Delahanty’s and 
 Hamilton’s stats are all the more impressive because each played a short-
er schedule than modern players (130-140 games) during their peak years. 
 Neither was able to compensate with longevity, playing 16 and 14 years, respec-
tively. Still,  CVI ranks Delahanty 7th among LF (0.56 percentile overall) and 
 Hamilton 13th among CF (1.09 percentile overall). Both deserve their plaques 
in Cooperstown.

Phillies Stars of the 1890s

Ed Delahanty (LF): 
80.5 CVI - Philadelphia NL (60.9),  

Washington AL (8.0).

Billy Hamilton (CF):
64.7 CVI – Philadelphia NL (36.4),  

Boston NL (23.8)
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At first blush, there seems to be a disconnect between Amos Rusie’s unimpressive 
conventional stats and the subject of John McGraw’s comment, “You can’t hit ‘em 
if you can’t see ‘em.”43 Indeed, sportswriters of the time attributed the 1893 rule 
change moving the pitching rubber back five feet to 60.5’ to the hitters’ fear of 
Rusie’s thunderous but erratic fastball. Was he really the Nolan Ryan of the 19th 
century? Statistically, the only obvious commonalty with Ryan (who walked 0.52 
per IP versus 0.45 for Rusie) is subpar control. But unlike Ryan, who also struck 
out a spectacular 1.06 per IP over a 27-year career and gave up only 0.73 H/IP, Ru-
sie struck out only a tepid 0.52 per IP. His 0.575 SO/H was not even the best of his 
era and pales next to Ryan’s 1.46. And how to reconcile Rusie’s 13.7 WARP in 1894 
with his merely respectable 2.78 ERA and pedestrian 1.41 WHIP and with the fact 
that his walks exceeded his strikeouts that year? 

The answer is context. Rusie pitched in the highest scoring era in baseball  history 
— if you don’t count the error-inflated run totals in the NA in the early 1870s. The 
NL ERA from 1893-97 (Rusie’s peak years) soared to levels never seen before or 
since, exceeding 4.30 in all five years and peaking at 5.33 in 1894. So, Rusie’s 3.07 
career ERA was 29% better than the league average (129 ERA+), far more impres-
sive than it looks, and his 2.78 ERA in 1894 was a whopping 88% better than the 
league average (188 ERA+). Similarly, the league WHIP rose to unheard of levels 
above 1.50 during this period, peaking at 1.71 in 1894. Again, Rusie’s 1.35 career 
WHIP and 1.41 WHIP in 1894 were quite decent in that context, despite his sub-
optimal 0.45 BB per IP. So, when viewed through an 1890s lens, Rusie really was 
one of the NL’s best pitchers during his brief 10-year career, and one of few who 
successfully navigated the transition to the 60.5-foot pitching distance in 1893. 
Rusie’s 70.7 CVI ranks at the 0.81 percentile, making him a solid Hall of Famer. 

Beyond the Numbers

•	 Hamilton’s	 lofty	SB	 totals	must	be	 taken	with	a	 large	grain	of	salt	because	extra	
bases	taken	on	batted	balls	(like	scoring	from	1B	on	a	single	or	going	from	1B	to	3B	
on	a	bunt)	were	counted	as	SB	until	1898.42

•	 Hamilton	played	for	two	NL	champions	in	Boston	in	1898-99	after	he	was	traded	to	
the	Beaneaters	 in	November	1895.	Delahanty	 remained	with	 the	Phillies	until	he	
jumped	to	the	AL	Senators	in	1902	and	never	played	for	a	pennant	winner.

The Hoosier Thunderbolt

Amos Rusie (SP): 
70.7 CVI – New York NL (67.5)
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Born into a well-to-do family but orphaned at age 14, Ward was a brilliant self-made 
man who is difficult to pigeonhole. He was a very good pitcher, but his pitching 
career was cut short by injury and did not merit HOF recognition. He re-invented 
himself as a speedy versatile slap-hitting SS when his arm became too sore to pitch, 
but he was not among the best offensive players of his time. He was a winning play-
er-manager for seven seasons, but his teams never won a pennant – although his 
second-place New York Giants swept the first-place Baltimore Orioles to win the 
1894 Temple Cup. He never ran a team. Yet he was one of the most influential play-
ers in MLB history because of his fierce advocacy for players’ rights as the founder 
of the Players Brotherhood, as the father of the Players League, which nearly suc-
ceeded in toppling MLB’s power structure in 1890, and later as a lawyer for players 
wishing to jump from the NL to the new AL (or back to the NL) in the early 1900s. 
Think of him as a 19th century hybrid of Marvin Miller and Scott Boras. 

Ward’s biography (which I can only touch on here) is more remarkable than his ac-
complishments on the playing field.44 As a teenager attending Penn State Universi-
ty, he pitched for their first baseball team and won acclaim at age 15 by conducting 
a public lecture/demonstration of how a thrown ball could be made to curve. He 
got a law degree and a Bachelor of Philosophy in political science from Columbia 
University while playing with the Giants in 1985-86,. An eloquent and persuasive 
writer, he penned a prescient article entitled “Is the Baseball Player a Chattel?” in 
1887, deconstructing the reserve clause.45 When the NL owners rebuffed Ward’s 
attempt to negotiate modifications in the reserve clause that would permit a more 
equitable distribution of MLB’s growing revenues, Ward persuaded his furious 

Beyond the Numbers

•	 Rusie’s	career	was	short	but	paid	one	last	dividend	for	the	Giants	in	1901,	fetching	
future	Hall	of	Famer	Christy	Mathewson	(who	would	dominate	the	next	decade)	in	
a	lopsided	trade	with	the	Cincinnati	Reds.	This	was	the	second	time	in	less	than	a	
decade	–	the	1893	Buck	Ewing-George	Davis	trade	with	Cleveland	was	the	first	—	
that	the	Giants	had	virtually	stolen	a	young	player	embarking	on	a	HOF	career	in	ex-
change	for	the	spent	remains	of	a	Hall	of	Famer	whose	best	years	were	behind	him.	
Rusie	went	0-1,	with	an	8.59	ERA	in	three	starts	for	the	Reds	before	his	release;	
Mathewson	went	on	to	win	372	games	over	17	years	with	the	Giants.

A Man for All Seasons

John Montgomery Ward (SS/SP): 
54.0 CVI – Providence NL (27.5), New York NL (20.7), Brooklyn NL (6.7)
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members to call off plans for a strike and to focus instead on securing financing 
for a new league with player control. 

Thus was born the Players League (PL) in 1890. Citing the newly passed Sherman 
Anti-Trust Act, Ward argued successfully in the courts to defeat attempts by NL 
owners to enjoin other players from defecting to the PL.46 The PL attracted many 
of the top stars of the game, who were members of the Brotherhood. But the com-
petition among the three leagues was so fierce that they all lost money. Unfortu-
nately, the PL’s financial backers were the first to blink, and the league folded. So, 
Ward and the others had no choice but to return to the NL in 1891.

After his playing career ended, Ward became a successful corporate lawyer, grad-
ually moving away from baseball after a few high-profile reserve clause cases – two 
involving his friend and former teammate George Davis in 1901 and 1903. He al-
most returned to baseball in 1909 as NL president, but he had alienated too many 
members of MLB’s establishment – notably Ban Johnson – to get the job.

The Lesser Hoss-Men

Jim McCormick (SP): 
69.4 CVI – Cleveland NL (53.8),  

Chicago NL (9.9), Cincinnati UA (7.8)

Charlie Buffinton (SP): 
65.8 CVI – Philadelphia NL (26.6),  

Boston NL (24.2)

Tommy Bond (SP): 
68.2 CVI – Boston NL (40.2),  

Harrisburg NA-NL (21.9)

Bobby Mathews (SP): 
62.7 CVI – New York NA-NL (34.6),  

Philadelphia AA (12.7)

John Montgomery Ward, 1887
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Like Clarkson, Keefe, Galvin, and Radbourn, these 
four pitchers compiled HOF-caliber careers by 
posting a small number of seasons with WARP >10, 
in which they started and finished most of their 
team’s games. But they weren’t quite as good for 
quite as long; all four fell short of 300 career wins 
and election to the Hall of Fame. The Glasgow-
born McCormick was perhaps the best of the bunch 
with 265 W, a 118 ERA+, and 76.0 WARP. Bond had 
an extraordinary five-year run in the late 1870s in 
which he averaged 36 wins and 7.9 WARP per sea-
son, baffling hitters with a low sidearm delivery of 
questionable legality at a time when the rules re-
quired pitchers to throw underhand. However, he 
faded fast and performed below replacement level 
(-0.2 WARP) for the remainder of his 11-year ca-
reer. Buffinton was more consistent, winning 234 
games in 11 years. Mathews, who hurled the Fort 
Wayne Kekiongas to a 2-0 victory in MLB’s first- 
ever game, pitched for 17 years and fell only three wins shy of 300 but had a five-year  
midcareer dry spell in 1877-81 that reduced his career ERA+ to 104. His four best 
years came in the NA in 1872-75. CVI ranks McCormick, Bond, Buffinton, and 
Mathews at the 0.89, 0.94, 1.03, and 1.15 percentiles. One could argue for their 
inclusion in the HOF, but their omission is understandable.

Bobby Mathews

Hall of the Very Good

Al Spalding (SP):
59.8 CVI – Boston NA (59.2)

Jesse Burkett (LF): 
56.3 CVI – Cleveland NL (29.2),  

St. Louis NL (18.1), St. Louis AL (10.4)

Mickey Welch (SP): 
55.9 CVI – New York NL (51.0),  

Troy NL (10.8)

Clark Griffith (SP): 
56.4 CVI – Chicago NL (46.3),  

Chicago AL (7.8), New York AL (7.4) 

Silver King (SP): 
56.2 CVI – St. Louis NL (29.9),  

Chicago PL (12.4)

Tony Mullane (SP): 
55.3 CVI – Cincinnati AA-NL (38.4),  

Toledo AA (13.3)

Ted Breitenstein (SP): 
54.3 CVI – St. Louis NL (32.6), Cincinnati NL (18.0)
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Four of the seven players in this group – Spalding Griffith, Burkett, and Welch – 
are in the HOF. Spalding and Griffith were selected for their careers as executives. 
Spalding was a truly great pitcher, winning 204 games in five years in the NA, but 
ended his playing career in 1877 at age 27 to become manager and co-owner of the 
Chicago White Stockings – the NL’s flagship franchise of the time – and went on 
to become president of the NL in 1882.48 Griffith, who was merely a very good SP 
who pitched for 24 years, was among the chief founders of AL as player-manag-
er of the White Sox, led the movement to abolish the spitball and other “freak” 
pitches in 1917, and owned the Senators from 1919 until his death in 1955.49

Burkett was a terrific hitter, who hit over .400 twice and over .350 four more 
times and had a .415 career OBP. Although he played much of his career in the 
high-scoring 1890s, his 140 OPS+ shows that he was more than just a product of his 
times. He was a consummate singles hitter, with a .108 ISO, but he also knew how 
to draw a walk. Weak defense (-12.3 dWAR) held down his CVI, which is at the 1.35 
percentile — a little light for the HOF.

Welch and Mullane (who is not in the HOF) were in the same mold as their con-
temporaries McCormick, Bond, Buffinton, and Mathews – workhorse pitchers 
who posted a small number of 10-WAR seasons in which they pitched 500+ IP. 
Welch is the only one of the six who made it to the HOF, probably because he was 
the only one to attain the magical 300 win milestone (Mathews won 297 and Mul-
lane won 284). He would not be in my Hall of Fame.

The two remaining players on this list are Silver King and Ted Breitenstein, two 
relatively obscure pitchers with short careers (10 and 11 years, respectively) who 
racked up some high IP and WAR totals in the late 1880s and 1890s. Neither is re-
ally a legitimate HOF candidate – especially Breitenstein whose 4.03 career ERA 
and 1.45 WHIP cannot be totally explained away by the high-scoring environment 
of the 1890s.

Other Hall of Famers

All 12 players on the CVI-Minus list for this era were hitters. I do not generally 
support the HOF candidacy of CVI-Minus players (especially those who fall out-
side the top 2% by CVI), but I cannot be dogmatic about this era. The game was 
just too different! Many of these hitters were handicapped by not playing what 
would now be considered a full schedule. The CVI threshold adjustment (Table 
2.2) helps but does restore the extra WAR they might have earned in a full 154 or 
162 game schedule. Capsule comments on these players are provided below.

One can make a strong argument that Buck Ewing deserves his plaque in the HOF. 
He was considered by many of his peers, including Connie Mack, as the best player 
of his time and was the first catcher to be elected to the HOF.50 Not only did he 
spend his prime years in an era when teams played only 80-120 games per season, 
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Ewing himself never played more than 105 games nor made more than 444 PA until 
1893 (when he was 33 years old). Ewing’s 48.0 WAR ranks 13th among all catchers. 
All of the 11 HOF-eligible catchers ahead of him are in the HOF. Ewing also ranks 
first among all C (and 18th among all players) in triples and first among catchers 
in SB, fourth in R, tied for fourth in OPS+, and eighth in AVG. In that context, his 
1939 election to in the Hall of Fame is understandable, if not compelling.

The next seven players on this list — Jennings, White, Beckley, Kelly, Keeler, Kel-
ley, and O’Rourke — all had CVI in the top 2%, but their case for the HOF is more 
of a stretch. White, who played in MLB’s first game on May 5, 1871 and was active 
through 1890, is probably the most deserving, since his CVI was most affected by 
playing shorter schedules. He was regarded as the game’s best catcher until Ewing 
came along.51 One might also give a nod to Willie Keeler as the only player on 
this list elected by the BBWAA, which historically has had stricter standards than 
the VC (see Chapter 11). His .341 AVG, 127 OPS+, and incredible 63.17 AB/SO for 
his career (the best of all time) indicate that he was more than just a product of 
his high-octane offensive era. On the other hand, Keeler had no power (.074 ISO) 
and was a mediocre fielder (-9.9 dWAR) despite his speed. Jennings was a good 
offensive SS (118 OPS+), a solid defender (9.0 dWAR), and a sparkplug for the 
1890s Orioles. He also managed the Tigers successfully for 14 years (1907-1920). 
King Kelly was a strong hitter (139 OPS+) and had extra value as a catcher. Beck-
ley played for 20 years and was a solid hitter (125 OPS+), but never had more than 
4.6 WAR in a season despite spending the last half of his career playing 154-game 
seasons. Kelley and O’Rourke (who played for 23 seasons) were also strong hitters 
but poor fielders (-7.4 and -9.6 dWAR, respectively). 

Table 3.3: CVI-Minus Hall of Famers

Players (Position) Midcareer HOF AVG/OBP/SLG OPS+ WARH CVI
Ewing, Buck (C) 1888 VC .303/.351/.456 129 48.0 51.8
Jennings, Hughie (SS) 1897 VC .312/.391/.406 118 42.3 51.8
White, Deacon (3B) 1879 VC .312/.346/.393 127 45.7 51.3
Beckley, Jake (1B) 1896 VC .308/.361/.436 125 61.7 50.1
Kelly, King (RF) 1894 VC .307/.368/.438 138 47.0 49.8
Keeler, Willie (RF) 1899 BBWAA .341/.388/.415 127 54.3 49.1
Kelley, Joe (LF) 1897 VC .317/.402/.451 134 50.5 48.2
O’Rourke, Jim (LF) 1884 VC .310/.352/.422 134 52.1 48.0
McPhee, Bid (2B) 1891 VC .272/.355/.373 107 52.5 44.5
Thompson, Sam (RF) 1892 VC .331/.384/.505 147 44.4 39.6
Duffy, Hugh (CF) 1894 VC .326/.386/.451 123 43.1 38.1

McCarthy, Tommy (RF) 1891 VC .292/.364/.375 102 16.2 16.3
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There are also things to like about McPhee and Thompson. McPhee’s 16.2 dWAR 
ranks 15th among all 2B. Thompson was a prolific hitter (147 OPS+) and run-pro-
ducer (1308 RBI), including 166 RBI in 127 G for Detroit in 1887 and 165 RBI in 119 
G for Philadelphia in 1895. Although he had a strong arm, his defense was subpar 
(-7.2 dWAR), and his prime was relatively short. 

Finally, we have Boston’s “heavenly twins” of the 1890s, Hugh Duffy and Tommy 
McCarthy, who were known for their innovative OF defense and for inventing 
the hit-and-run play. Duffy was also an excellent contact hitter, whose .4397 AVG 
in 1894 was the highest ever recorded in MLB. Although he had no power and 
his AVG was inflated by playing in MLB’s highest scoring era, his 123 OPS+ was 
respectable. 

Bottom of the Pile

Tommy McCarthy (16.3 CVI) earns this dubious distinction, not only for his own 
generation, but for the HOF as a whole. As his WAR trajectory plot shows, he was 
no better than replacement level for five of his 13 years in MLB and a league-av-
erage player for seven of his remaining eight years. His 16.2 WARH, .292 AVG, 102 
OPS+, and -3.0 dWAR were no better than ordinary. While a 13-year career with 
16.2 WAR is nothing to sneer at, 11.1% (997) of the 8955 non-pitchers who made 
their MLB debut before 2004 have exceeded McCarthy’s 16.2 primary WAR total.52 
(I have used WAR, rather than CVI, to make this comparison, since I have not 
calculated CVI for the top 1000 players. Since 5-WAR seasons are rare for most 
players with WARH <30, the rank orders for WARH and CVI should be similar in 
this range.) I have no idea what the VC was thinking in 1946 when they chose Mc-
Carthy. It is as if the VC got together today and elected Orlando Merced (who also 
had 16.2 WARH) to the HOF.

1884
1885

1886
1887

1888
1889

1890
1891

1892
1893

1894
1894

1895
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CHAPTER 4

THE DEADBALL GENERATION (1901-1919)

The Game

The NL started the new century with franchises in Boston, Brooklyn, Chicago, 
Cincinnati, New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, and St. Louis. It was joined in 
1901 by a new major league with staying power, the American League (AL), which 
evolved from the minor league Western Association of the 1890s, with new fran-
chises in Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, Milwaukee, Philadelphia, 
and Washington.1 Although the AL began in open competition with the NL and 
poached two of its biggest stars – Cy Young and Nap Lajoie – the two leagues were 
soon honoring each other’s reserve clauses and (after a one-off in 1903) made a 
permanent agreement to play an annual World Series matching their two champi-
ons starting in 1905. After the AL’s Milwaukee franchise moved to St. Louis in 1902 
and its Baltimore franchise moved to New York in 1903, the two leagues remained 
remarkably stable for the next 50 years.

The turn of the century also brought us the Deadball Era, MLB’s two-decade offen-
sive famine, when scoring averaged 3.93 runs/team/game – 3.4 runs below the 
high point of 7.38 in 1894.2,3 After reaching an all-time high in 1894, scoring began 
to decline to 6.58 runs per team per game in 1895 to 6.04 in 1896 to 5.88 in 1897 to 
4.96 in 1898 (Fig. 4.1). This decline may have reflected the gradual replacement of 
the smaller finesse pitchers of the 1880s by bigger stronger men who were better 
able to acclimate to the new 60.5’ pitching distance and to leverage the advantage 
of throwing downhill from an elevated pitchers’ mound.4

After a small uptick in 1899-1900, the scoring decline picked up steam, falling be-
low 4.5 in 1902-03, below 4.0 in 1904-07 and reaching an all-time low of 3.36 in 
1908. The introduction of the Foul Strike Rule in the NL in 1901 and in the AL in 
1903 was a significant factor.5 Under this new rule, foul balls which had previously 
been scored as “no pitch” were now scored as strikes (except on strike 3). This at-
tempt to curb batters who wore down pitchers by fouling off their best pitches had 
the unintended (but predictable) consequence of causing strikeout rates to spike 
and accelerating the tailspin in scoring (Table 4.1).6,7

Correspondingly, scoring in the NL fell from 5.21 to 4.63 runs/team/game in 1901 
and scoring in the AL fell from 4.89 to 4.10 runs/team/game in 1903.

The introduction and popularization of the spitball and similar “adulterated” 
pitches is sometimes cited as a significant contributor to the Deadball era.8 The 
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spitball was introduced into MLB in 1902 and became popular following the 
success of future Hall of Famers Jack Chesbro and Ed Walsh, who relied heavily 
on the pitch, in 1904.9 Thus, the Deadball Era was well underway before the 
spitball became prevalent. Moreover, the time line of the gradual phaseout of 
the spitball in 1919-34 does not match the rapid transition to longball in the 
early 1920s.10 

Specifically, each team was allowed to designate no more than two legal spit-
ballers in 1919. In 1920, a general ban of the spitball was imposed, but 17 pitch-
ers who had relied on the spitball were grandfathered and allowed to use the 
pitch for the rest of their careers. Three of these 17 grandfathered spitballers 
were Hall of Famers (Stan Coveleski, Red Faber, and Burleigh Grimes) and 
four others (Dutch Leonard, Jack Quinn, Dick Rudolph, and Urban Shocker) 
had substantial careers; the other 10 were relatively obscure. All but four of 
the 17 grandfathered pitchers were still pitching in 1925; Faber (1933), Quinn 
(1933) and Grimes (1934) lasted into the 1930s. Table 4.2 tracks these 17 grand-
fathered spitballers during the home run-fueled scoring revival of 1918-22. 
These 17 pitchers accounted for 12% of all MLB batters faced (BF) in 1918, 
17% in 1919, and 16% in 1920, 14% in 1921, and 10% in 1922. Spitballers were 
nearly as HR-prone as other pitchers; they gave up slightly fewer HR in 1919 

Table 4.1: Impact of Foul Strike Rule on Strikeouts as a Percentage of PA

Year NL AL Foul Strike Rule
1900 6.3%  –  

1901 10.1% 6.6% Implemented by NL
1902 9.5% 6.7%  
1903 9.1% 10.5% Implemented by AL
1904 9.5% 11.3%  
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and 1921, slightly more in 1922 and the same in 1918 and 1920. HR rates rose 
similarly – more than 3.5-fold in four years — in both groups of pitchers. Thus, 
the  hypothesis that spitballers were uniquely invulnerable to the HR and that 
their phaseout led to the rise in HR and in scoring in the 1920s cannot with-
stand scrutiny.

So how then can we explain the Deadball Era? It was clearly not about the char-
acteristics of the baseball; the same ball was used in 1894 (when scoring was at its 
all-time high of 7.38 runs/team/game) as was used in 1901-1910.11 When MLB fi-
nally replaced the baseball’s hard rubber core with cork in 1910, the scoring famine 
continued unabated. By the time that MLB implemented a new policy to remove 
dirty and scuffed balls from play in the wake of Ray Chapman’s fatal beaning in 
September 1920, Babe Ruth was already putting the finishing touches on his first 
50+ HR season and the famine was over.12

I view the Deadball Era as the product of a 20-year lag between the failure 
of the “smallball” paradigm and the adoption of and popularization of a new 
“longball” approach that sacrificed some contact for power. As described in 
Chapter 3, MLB in the 1870s was a free-wheeling game with very few walks and 
strikeouts and lots of baserunners, aided and abetted by porous defenses. The 
rules were set up to give the batter a chance to hit the pitch he wanted and 
restricted the pitcher’s options for “missing bats” by forcing them to throw un-
derhand and attempting (ineffectively) to limit their ability to spin the ball to 
make it break. In this environment, a contact-oriented “scientific” approach to 
hitting flourished. 

Even big strong players like Chicago White Stockings star Cap Anson, who stood 
6’2” and weighed well over 200 pounds, choked up on his bat and just half-swung, 
using his wrists to generate line drives rather than risk hitting lazy flyballs or (worse 
yet) striking out.13 This made perfect sense. If you could just hit the ball into fair 

Table 4.2: Home Run Trends for Grandfathered Spitballers vs Other Pitchers, 
1918-22

Year Grandfathered Spitballers All Other Pitchers
BF HR % HR BF HR % HR

1918 9,443 28 0.30% 66,289 207 0.31%
1919 13,990 62 0.44% 68,731 385 0.56%
1920 15,115 101 0.67% 78,004 529 0.68%
1921 13,095 115 0.88% 82,505 822 1.00%
1922 9,158 105 1.15% 87,014 950 1.09%
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Honus Wagner, 1910

territory, there was a better than 40% chance that something good would happen 
and that you would reach 1B safely. This “smallball” paradigm was both logical 
and effective and produced an inelegant but entertaining high-scoring game. But 
as the game evolved to feature better defense and bigger stronger pitchers, an 
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increasing proportion of balls in play were converted into outs and the smallball 
paradigm became increasingly inefficient. 

Still, managers kept doubling down on the old smallball strategies, treating every 
run as precious. If their teams couldn’t score a lot of runs, they would capitalize 
on every scoring opportunity and deny runs to their opponents. Pitching, defense, 
and speed took on new prominence. Bunts, hit-and-run plays, and stolen bases 
moved to the fore, and power took a backseat. In 1906, a Chicago White Sox team 
nicknamed the “hitless wonders” upset the 116-win Chicago Cubs in the World 
Series after hitting only .230/.301/.286 during the season.14 The Cubs only hit 
.262/.328/.329 that year – better than the Sox, to be sure, yet not exactly “mur-
derers’ row.”

In 1920, the light bulb finally went on. Through 1918, the record for most HR in 
a season was 27, set by Ned Williamson in 1884 (who played in Chicago’s short-
lived Lake Front Stadium whose fences were <200’ from home plate in the corners 
and 300’ in CF).15 The career HR record was 138, held by Roger Connor. When a 
24-year old Red Sox pitcher/OF, Babe Ruth, hit 29 HR in 1919, outhomering run-
ner-up Gavvy Cravath by 17, it caused only a minor ripple. After all, 29 was only 
two more than 27, and there had been other 20-HR-seasons in the interim. But 
then, after Ruth was sold to the Yankees and became a full-time OF, his 54 HR—35 
more than runner-up George Sisler and almost double his record total from the 
previous season — put MLB on notice that their world had changed. 

Suddenly, this new phenomenon, the home run, had made the time-honored 
scientific smallball approach seem old-fashioned and quaint. Smallball may have 
been the most efficient run scoring strategy under the conditions that prevailed 
in the 19th century — but not in an environment where fielders converted 70% of 
balls in play into outs. In four short years between 1918 and 1922, scoring increased 
by 34% from 3.63 to 4.87 runs per team per game, despite continuing declines in 
errors and unearned runs. Viewed through a historical lens, the surprise is not 
that this paradigm shift took place, but that it took so long. Teams that adopted 
the new paradigm simply scored more runs and won more games. We will see the 
results in Chapter 5.

The most successful teams of the Deadball era were the Giants, Cubs, and Pirates 
in the NL and the Red Sox, Athletics, White Sox, and Tigers in the AL. The baseball 
world was rocked at the end of the Deadball era by the Black Sox scandal, in which 
professional gamblers paid off eight members of the star-laden but seriously un-
derpaid AL champion Chicago White Sox to deliberately lose the World Series to 
the underdog Cincinnati Reds.16 The scandal cost those eight players their careers 
and also led to the hiring of a new autocratic commissioner, Kenesaw Mountain 
Landis, who ruled baseball with an iron fist until his death in 1944. The good news 
is that the upright and moralistic Landis rid the game of the influence of gamblers. 
The bad news is that he did more than any other man to keep the game segregated 
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during his long tenure and that he steadfastly defended the Reserve Clause and 
the resulting economic exploitation of players by wealthy owners that fostered the 
conditions in which the Black Sox scandal happened. 

In 1914-15, MLB endured its final significant challenge by a rival league, the Fed-
eral League (FL), which competed for players and revenues with the established 
leagues. Unlike the AA (1882), the PL (1890), and the nascent AL (1901), which 
attracted many of the best players in baseball and shook the established order, the 
FL, which began as a minor league in 1913, was more of a nuisance than a threat. It 
attracted a few big names (Bender, Brown, Plank, and Tinker) who were looking 
for one last payday at the end of their HOF careers, but Edd Roush was the only 
ascending Hall of Famer who played in the FL. When the FL folded, it left two 
enduring legacies. First, it gave us Wrigley Field, the home field of the 1915 league 
champion Chicago Whales. Second, it gave us the infamous 1922 US Supreme 
Court decision (Federal Baseball Club v. National League) holding that baseball 
was an entertainment, not commerce, and was therefore exempt from the Sher-
man Anti-Trust Act, which applied only to interstate commerce.17  Baseball’s new 
commissioner Kenesaw Mountain Landis enthusiastically welcomed this specious 
ruling and used it to justify ever-increasing encroachments on player autonomy 
and compensation, including incorporating the minor leagues into organized 
baseball, capping prices for the purchase of minor league players by major league 
teams, and in the 1930s, establishing extensive minor league farm systems that 
effectively restricted player movement from the day they signed a professional 
contract.18 Landis and his successors jealously guarded this right and moved quick-
ly to squelch all challenges.

The Players19,20

Baseball talent in the Deadball era was more concentrated at the top than in 
any period before or since. Although this era produced approximately 10% of 
the 19,902 players who have ever played MLB, it placed four players in the Top 
12 in CVI (Cobb, Johnson, Speaker, and Wagner) and four more in the Top 25 
(Collins, Alexander, Lajoie, and Mathewson). Three other players in the Top 
12 (Ruth, Young, and Hornsby) played at least five years in the Deadball Era, 
although they compiled most of their career WAR in other eras. The talent 
thinned out rapidly after Mathewson; there are only 13 additional CVI-Plus 
Deadball era players, and two of them (Jackson and Cicotte) were banished in 
the Black Sox scandal of 1919. 

Another illustration of the great gap between the best and the masses in this 
era is that in a period when MLB batting averages were stuck below .260 and 
dipped as low as .239 in 1908, Cobb (twice), Lajoie, and Jackson all hit over .400, 
and there were nine other .380+ batting averages (four by Cobb). Many of the 
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Table 4.3: CVI-Plus Players

A) Players (Position) MidCareer HOF AVG/OBP/SLG OPS+ WARH CVI

Cobb, Ty (CF) 1915 BBWAA .366/.433/.512 168 151.0 198.0

Speaker, Tris (CF) 1917 BBWAA .345/.428/.500 157 134.3 174.6

Wagner, Honus (SS) 1906 BBWAA .328/.391/.467 151 130.8 172.4

Collins, Eddie (2B) 1915 BBWAA .333/.424/.429 141 123.9 154.8

Lajoie, Nap (2B) 1906 BBWAA .338/.380/.466 150 107.3 130.6

Jackson, Shoeless Joe (RF) 1914 Banned .356/.423/.517 170 62.1 82.5

Wallace, Bobby (SS) 1904 VC .268/.332/.358 105 70.3 73.8

Baker, Home Run (3B) 1913 VC .307/.363/.442 135 62.7 70.6

Crawford, Sam (RF) 1908 VC .309/.362/.452 144 75.3 68.2

Clarke, Fred (LF) 1903 VC .312/.386/.429 133 67.8 57.8

B) Pitchers MidCareer HOF ERA/WHIP ERA+ WARP CVI

Johnson, Walter (SP) 1915 BBWAA 2.17/1.061 147 151.9 211.8

Alexander, Grover (SP) 1917 BBWAA 2.56/1.121 135 116.0 146.6

Mathewson, Christy (SP) 1908 BBWAA 2.13/1.058 136 99.8 129.2

Walsh, Ed (SP) 1910 VC 1.82/1.000 146 63.7 83.5

Plank, Eddie (SP) 1908 VC 2.35/1.119 122 87.7 80.4

McGinnity, Joe (SP) 1902 VC 2.66/1.188 120 61.3 72.6

Willis, Vic (SP) 1903 VC 2.63/1.209 118 67.5 69.4

Waddell, Rube (SP) 1904 VC 2.16/1.102 135 60.8 69.0

Cicotte, Eddie (SP) 1917 Banned 2.38/1.154 123 57.5 63.6

Brown, Mordecai (SP) 1908 VC 2.06/1.066 139 57.2 57.1

top players had extra base power, but home runs were at an all-time low. Speed 
was emphasized, and stolen bases were plentiful. On the pitching side, pitching 
workloads no longer exceeded 500 innings and declined rapidly as teams car-
ried more pitchers on their rosters. Although most games started still resulted 
in complete games, win totals of the leading pitchers declined. However, IP 
totals above 350, win totals near and above 30, and complete games were still 
common. 

This generation included ten CVI-Plus hitters and ten CVI-Plus pitchers; all 
but Jackson and Cicotte are in the HOF (Table 4.3). As in Chapter 3, the ca-
reers and HOF credentials of these players, grouped thematically, are present-
ed below. 
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What Greatness Looked Like

Walter Johnson and Ty Cobb were the top players of the Deadball Generation. 
Johnson attained the highest seasonal WARP totals of any pitcher since John  
Clarkson in 1889 without ever pitching more than 375 IP in a season. And unlike  
the top pitchers of the 1880s, he maintained his elite productivity for a solid  
decade and remained productive through age 38. Cobb, with the advantage of the 
154-game season, far outstripped his 19th century predecessors and like Johnson, 
was an elite player for nearly two decades.

Cobb, Speaker, Wagner, and Lajoie were men of differing temperaments, who 
were all supremely gifted players and elite Hall of Famers. They dominated an era 
when contact hitting and aggressive base running reigned supreme, strikeouts 
were shunned, and home runs were an afterthought. Each could drive the ball, but 
that ability showed up in doubles and triples. They posted 24 8-WAR seasons – sev-
en by Wagner, six each by Cobb and Speaker, and five by Lajoie. Their career AVG 
ranged from .328 for Wagner (35th on the career leaderboard) to .366 for Cobb 
(best of all time), and their OBP ranged from .380 for the free-swinging Lajoie to 
.433 for Cobb (ninth on the career leaderboard). But their SLG percentages were 
unremarkable and their ISO (SLG minus AVG) ranged from .128 for Lajoie to .155 
for Speaker. 

Deadball Batting Masters

Ty Cobb (CF):
198.0 CVI – Detroit AL (144.8)

Honus Wagner (SS):
172.4 CVI – Pittsburgh NL (120.1),  

Louisville NL (10.7)

Tris Speaker (CF):
174.6 CVI – Cleveland AL (74.3),  

Boston AL (55.7)

Nap Lajoie (2B):
130.6 CVI – Cleveland AL (79.8),  

Philadelphia NL (17.6), Philadelphia AL (9.8)
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These four players provided the MLB batting champion in 17 of the 20 seasons 
between 1900 and 1919 – a string interrupted only by Cy Seymour (1905), George 
Stone (1906), and Benny Kauff (1914). They also won 25 of the 40 league batting 
titles among them during this period (eleven for Cobb, eight for Wagner, five for 
Lajoie, and one for Speaker). There were 15 instances of players hitting over .380 
between 1900 and 1919; 12 of those instances were produced by these four players 
— seven by Cobb alone. Cobb also hit over .380 twice after 1920 and three times hit 
over .400 (1911-12 and 1922). Joe Jackson (.387 in 1910, .408 in 1911, and .395 in 1912) 
was the only player beside these four “masters” to hit over .380 during this period. 
The annual MVP awards did not exist until 1922, but Cobb and Speaker were hon-
ored as the top players in MLB with the first two Chalmers awards in 1911 and 1912. 
CVI ranks Cobb, Speaker, Wagner, and Lajoie 6th, 11th, 12th, and 23rd, respectively, 
among HOF eligible players.

Cobb was perhaps one of the most driven man ever to play any professional sport. 
To say that he was competitive is like saying that hell is hot. He played in a barely 
controlled rage that could turn murderous when he was provoked. Once, in 1912, 
he went into the stands and beat a disabled heckler so severely that his teammates 
had to intervene to prevent Cobb from killing him.21 He hated defeat in any form. 
In 1921, when he was the Tigers’ player-manager, and protege and teammate Harry 
Heilmann completed his breakout season by edging him for the AL batting champi-
onship, Cobb became so enraged that he refused to speak to him. Evidently, Cobb’s 
unquenchable thirst for victory pertained more to personal than team achievements.

Cobb’s hostile worldview was profoundly amplified by a sordid and tragic 1905 
incident in which his mother shot and killed his father (whom he idolized) after 
mistaking him for a prowler. The senior Cobb, suspecting his wife of infidelity, 

Ty Cobb, 1924
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had been spying on her through her bedroom window.22 Yet Cobb was not an 
unmitigated villain. Thirty years later, Cobb lobbied for Heilmann’s election into 
the HOF and kindly told him as he lay dying of cancer that he had been elected, 
although the vote had not yet been taken. 

Cobb ranks among the all-time top 10 in H, R, RBI, 2B, 3B, TB, SB, OBP and OPS+ 
as well as leading the pack in career AVG. He also held the career records for hits and 
runs and the modern record for SB for many years until Rose, Henderson, and Brock 
surpassed him. Although Cobb was widely disliked, his on-field accomplishments were 
held in such high esteem that he was easily elected to the inaugural class of the Hall 
of Fame in 1936, receiving 222/226 votes, more than any of his more congenial peers.

Although he was also an elite hitter, Speaker was known especially for his bril-
liant defense. Nicknamed the Gray Eagle, he reinvented the CF position, playing 
shallow, but sprinting back effortlessly to reach most deep fly balls, and keeping 
baserunners honest with his powerful arm. Even if he fell slightly short of Cobb 
at bat, he was among the best, with a string of 15 consecutive 5-WAR seasons – 
and 17 of 18 from 1909-26. He is the all-time career leader in doubles and ranks in 
the top 10 in H, AVG, and 3B. Unlike the high-strung Cobb, Speaker performed 
well in his three World Series opportunities with Boston in 1912 and 1915 and as a 
player-manager in Cleveland in 1920; his teams won all three Series. The BBWAA 
elected him as part of the second HOF class in 1937.

The “Flying Dutchman,” Honus Wagner, was baseball’s greatest SS and its first 
superstar of the 20th century, but he didn’t look the part. Awkward, barrel-chested, 
and bow-legged with oversized hands and feet and his arms whirling as he ran the 
bases, the 5’11” 200-pound Wagner earned no style points. Still, he was a rangy 
fielder (21.3 dWAR) and stole 723 bases. And, of course, the man could really hit. 
In addition to his eight NL batting championships, Wagner led the NL twice in H 
and R, three times in 3B, four times in OBP, RBI, and SB, six times in TB, SLG, and 
OPS+, and seven times in 2B. In 1908, his best season, he led the NL in 10 of the 
11 categories listed above — all except runs. He was in the inaugural HOF class of 
1936 and ranks in the top 10 in career H, 2B, 3B, and SB. 

Lajoie’s career (like Wagner’s) began in the waning years of the 19th century. He 
was one of the first players to jump to the new AL in 1901 and immediately became 
one of its showcase stars; his team (the Cleveland Naps) was even named after him. 
At 6’1” and 200 pounds, Lajoie was a big man for his time and hit the ball hard. His 
power was evident in his 657 doubles (eighth on the career leaderboard) and 163 
triples. Lajoie was a free-swinger and notorious bad ball hitter, who rarely walked. 
Lajoie was also known for his hot temper and frequent run-ins with umpires. His 
.426 AVG in 1901 is the highest of the 20th century and ranks fourth on the all-time 
leaderboard. Lajoie was sure-handed and elegant at 2B, far more graceful than 
Wagner, with “soft hands” and a powerful arm. The BBWAA elected Lajoie to the 
second HOF class in 1937, and he attended the first induction ceremony in 1939. 
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The Four Aces

Walter Johnson (SP):
211.8 CVI – Washington AL (164.5)

Christy Mathewson (SP):
129.2 CVI – New York NL (106.1)

Grover Cleveland Alexander (SP):
146.6 CVI – Philadelphia NL (61.1),  

Chicago NL (43.0), St. Louis NL (14.8)

Ed Walsh (SP):
 83.5 CVI – Chicago AL (65.9)

Beyond the Numbers

•	 While	in	his	early	20s,	Cobb	led	the	Tigers	to	three	consecutive	pennants	in	1907-
1909.	Unfortunately,	he	did	not	play	well	in	17	World	Series	games	and	the	Tigers	
lost	all	 three	Series	with	a	combined	5-12	record.	He	never	appeared	 in	another	
World	Series.

•	 Some	of	Cobb’s	most	publicized	off-field	rages	were	directed	against	black	people	
whom	he	believed	had	 insulted	him.	Although	 these	 incidents	earned	him	a	 rep-
utation	as	a	racist,	Cobb	was	in	favor	of	integrating	baseball	and	once	wrote	that	
segregation	was	“a	lousy	rule.”23

•	 In	1926,	pitcher	Hubert	“Dutch”	Leonard	 implicated	Cobb	and	Speaker	 in	a	1919	
game-fixing	scandal,	which	forced	them	to	resign	from	their	respective	managerial	
positions	in	Detroit	and	Cleveland.24	However,	the	investigation	was	dropped	after	
Leonard	declined	to	testify,	and	they	were	permitted	to	resume	their	playing	careers	
elsewhere.

•	 Although	Speaker’s	interpersonal	skills	were	better	than	Cobb’s,	he	aligned	with	an	
anti-Catholic	Protestant	clique	in	Boston.	He	once	told	sportswriter	Fred	Lieb	that	
he	had	joined	the	Ku	Klux	Klan.25	Religious	tensions	with	Catholic	players	(including	
young	Babe	Ruth)	led	to	his	trade	to	Cleveland	after	the	1915	season.	

•	 In	the	faceoff	between	Cobb’s	Tigers	and	Wagner’s	Pirates	in	the	1909	World	Se-
ries,	the	stoical	veteran	SS	thoroughly	outplayed	his	fiery	young	rival,	hitting	.333	
to	Cobb’s	.237	and	adding	6	RBI	and	6	SB;	the	Pirates	prevailed	4-3.	However,	the	
story	of	Wagner	responding	to	an	ethnic	slur	by	Cobb	in	Game	1	of	that	Series	by	
planting	a	hard	tag	that	bloodied	Cobb’s	mouth	is	probably	apocryphal,	given	that	
the	two	men	went	hunting	together	a	month	later.26	

•	 Lajoie’s	14	HR	in	1901	was	briefly	an	AL	record	until	 it	was	surpassed	by	Socks	
Seybold’s	16	in	1902	(which	held	until	Babe	Ruth’s	29	in	1919).
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In a low-scoring era, it should be no surprise to find three pitchers on the 
short  list of the best ever and another (Walsh) who was similarly brilliant 
over a  shorter period. Johnson (417), Mathewson (373), and Alexander (373) 
won more games than anyone except Cy Young and lead all pitchers with 110, 
90, and 79 career shutouts, respectively. They also top the post-1900 pitching 
leaderboard in CG. Walsh had a shorter but still brilliant career; his 1.816 ERA 
and 0.9996 WHIP rank first and second, respectively, on MLB’s career leader-
boards. 

Johnson threw harder than anyone of his time, 
with a whip-like sidearm delivery that earned him 
the nickname “Big Train.” Ty Cobb said his fast-
ball “hissed with danger.”27 His strikeout records 
have long been surpassed by stars like Feller, 
Koufax, Ryan, and Randy Johnson (when strike-
outs were far more frequent leaguewide). There 
were no radar guns then, so we will never know 
who threw hardest, but it is indisputable that no 
pitcher before or since has ever dominated his era 
as Walter Johnson did. His WARP totals of 15.1 in 
1913 (when he went 36-7) and 13.2 in 1912 are the 
two highest for post-1900 pitchers. He could also 
handle a bat (12.8 WARH), and his WAR totals for 
those two years, 16.5 and 14.3, respectively, are the 
top two figures since the 1880s. He won the Chalm-
ers award (forerunner of the modern MVP) in 1913 
and the AL MVP award in 1924. 

Johnson compiled 12 seasons with 20+ wins, and 
11 seasons with ERA <2.00 over the course of his 

career. Johnson also posted five seasons with ERA+ >200. His career ERA and 
WHIP rank tied for sixth and tenth, respectively, of all time. His career record 
110 SHO are 20 more than his nearest rival (Alexander). His amazing 0.780 
WHIP in 1913 is the second best since 1900 and third best ever, and his 1.14 ERA 
and 259 ERA+ for that season rank fifth. He was among the inaugural class of 
players elected to the Hall of Fame in 1936. CVI ranks Johnson first by far among 
SP and third overall.

Named after the incumbent US president in his birth year (1887), Grover Cleve-
land Alexander, affectionately known as Old Pete, ranks fifth among all pitchers 
and 17th overall in CVI. His 11.9 WARP in 1920 is tied for the fifth best of the 20th 
century. Alexander had a shambling gait and didn’t look the part of a great athlete. 
Although his strikeout totals were unimpressive by modern standards, they were 
good enough to lead the NL five times, before he evolved into a finesse  pitcher 

Walter Johnson
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at age 30. Alexander shares the single-season SHO record with 16 in 1916 (tied 
with George Bradley in 60 starts in 1876), and his 28 SHO in consecutive seasons 
(1915-16) are unequaled. Alexander won 30 or more games three times. His peak 
ERA (1.220), ERA+ (225), and WHIP (0.8423) occurred in 1915, a year in which he 
also went 31-10. He won 30+ games three times (1915-17) and also won 28 in 1911 
and 27 in 1920. He was elected to the HOF in 1938 in time to join the first group of 
inductees in 1939. 

Christy Mathewson, the greatest pitcher of the first decade of the 20th century, 
was a key contributor to the Giants’ 1904-5 and 1911-3 NL pennants and to their 
1905 World Series Championship. His trademark was the “fadeaway” pitch or 
screwball, which he is thought to have invented. He had six 8-WARP (and a 7.9-
WARP) seasons, topped by 11.7 in 1908, when he went 37-11 with a 1.43 ERA (169 
ERA+) and 0.827 WHIP. Moreover, that was only the fourth best ERA of his 
career, which included a microscopic 1.144 (224 ERA+) in 1909 and 1.276 (230 
ERA+) in 1905. Matty is also one of 30 men to throw two or more no-hitters. 
Mathewson was the hard-luck losing pitcher in the one-game playoff against the 
Cubs in 1908, necessitated by the infamous “Merkle’s Boner,” when the 19-year-
old Fred Merkle neglected to touch 2B on what would have been a game-winning,  
pennant-clinching base hit.

Tragically, Mathewson’s career and eventually his life were shortened by pulmo-
nary disease, starting with a life-threatening bout of diphtheria in 1905 and what 
was thought to be influenza but was probably tuberculosis in 1914. He sustained 
further lung damage when he was exposed to mustard gas during his wartime 
work at a munitions factory in 1918 and died of tuberculosis in 1925. Mathewson 
was held in such high regard that he was elected posthumously to the first Hall 
of Fame class in 1936, with more votes than even Walter Johnson. CVI ranks him 
seventh among SP and 24th among all HOF-eligible players. 

As post-1900 pitchers transitioned from the 19th century workhorse paradigm to 
a more moderate and sustainable workload, Ed Walsh was a throwback. In 1906-
12, “Big Ed,” who stood 6’1” and weighed 193 pounds, put up stats that would 
have been right at home in 1890. Indeed, since Walsh pitched in the nadir of 
the Deadball era, his 1.816 ERA (the best of all time) and 0.9996 WHIP (second 
to Addie Joss) were correspondingly lower. However, Walsh’s 146 career ERA+ 
attests that his record was not a mere artifact of his era. Walsh’s signature pitch 
was a devastating spitball, about which contemporary and fellow Hall of Famer 
Sam Crawford joked: “I think that ball disintegrated on the way to the plate and 
the catcher put it back together again. I swear when it went past the plate it was 
just the spit that went by.”28 In 1908, Walsh was the last pitcher with 40 W or 400 
IP. Walsh had only seven good years, won only 195 games, and had to wait until 
1946 for election to the HOF. CVI ranks Walsh as the 28th best SP and at the 0.50 
percentile overall. 
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Beyond the Numbers

•	 Although	Johnson’s	5.3	SO9	and	0.70	SO/H	seem	pedestrian	by	modern	standards,	
he	led	the	AL	in	SO	12	times,	including	eight	consecutive	seasons	in	1912-19.

•	 Pitching	mostly	for	losing	teams,	Johnson	won	30+	games	only	twice	(in	1912-13)	
but	won	25+	games	for	seven	consecutive	years	from	1910-16.

•	 Despite	his	brilliance,	Johnson	had	to	wait	until	1924	(age	36)	to	reach	the	World	
Series.	He	pitched	four	innings	of	scoreless	high-pressure	relief	to	win	Game	7	on	
Buddy	Ruel’s	bad-hop	grounder	over	Freddy	Lindstrom’s	head	in	the	12th	inning	to	
upset	the	favored	Giants.	

•	 Johnson	was	one	of	baseball’s	nice	guys	but	had	a	mischievous	sense	of	humor.	He	
is	said	to	have	deliberately	eased	up	on	his	friend	–	and	Ty	Cobb’s	teammate	–	Sam	
Crawford	while	saving	his	nastiest	fastballs	for	the	hyper-competitive	Cobb.	Cobb	
never	caught	on	and	was	furious	that	Crawford	hit	Johnson	better	than	he	did.29	

•	 Johnson	retired	to	Germantown,	MD	and	dabbled	in	politics,	serving	as	Montgomery	
County	commissioner,	but	was	defeated	for	Congress	in	1938.	Still,	he	remains	a	
local	icon	to	this	day.	

•	 Alexander	suffered	a	fateful	injury	in	July	1909	when	a	baseball	struck	him	in	the	
head	as	he	was	running	from	1B	to	2B.	He	would	be	prone	to	epileptic	seizures	for	
the	rest	of	his	life.30	

•	 Alexander’s	seven	weeks	at	the	front	in	World	War	I	nearly	destroyed	him,	leaving	
him	shell-shocked,	deaf	in	his	left	ear,	and	with	muscle	damage	in	his	right	arm.	He	
began	drinking	heavily	and	his	epileptic	seizures	became	more	frequent.	He	recov-
ered	enough	to	post	two	strong	seasons,	including	his	career	best	11.9	WARP	with	
the	Cubs	in	1920,	but	thereafter	was	no	longer	the	same	dominant	pitcher,	relying	
heavily	on	finesse.

•	 Alexander’s	final	career	highlight	came	in	the	seventh	inning	of	Game	7	of	the	1926	
World	Series	when	Old	Pete	entered	with	a	3-2	lead	with	the	bases	loaded	and	two	
out.	He	struck	out	Tony	Lazzeri	(after	a	long	foul	into	the	RF	stands),	to	end	the	threat.	
He	then	retired	the	next	five	Yankee	batters	before	walking	Babe	Ruth,	who	inexpli-
cably	tried	to	steal	2B	but	was	thrown	out	to	end	the	Series.	This	game	was	immortal-
ized	in	a	1952	movie	starring	future	president	Ronald	Reagan	as	Alexander.31	Thus,	
Alexander	is	karmically	connected	with	two	U.S.	presidents,	who	served	100	years	
apart.	Unfortunately,	life	denied	him	a	Hollywood	ending.	His	marriage	fell	apart	as	
his	alcoholism	and	epilepsy	got	the	best	of	him;	he	died	broke	and	alone	at	age	63.	

•	 Mathewson	first	won	national	acclaim	in	football	at	Bucknell	as	their	fullback,	punter,	
and	drop-kicker.	He	is	buried	near	the	Lewisburg,	PA	campus.32
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Connie Mack was an ex-player and an astute judge of baseball talent, who twice 
assembled and dismantled great baseball teams, while operating the A’s on a 
shoestring budget from 1901-50. His first dynasty in 1905-14 featured four CVI-
Plus players—Eddie Collins, Eddie Plank Home Run Baker, and (in the early years) 
Rube Waddell — as well as CVI-Minus HOF pitcher Chief Bender. The dynasty cul-
minated in 1910-14 when they won four AL pennants in five years (finishing second 
to Boston in 1912). Only a historic upset by the 1914 “Miracle Braves” prevented 
them from winning four World Series. Yet they were all gone by 1915 when the A’s 
tumbled to the AL cellar with a dismal 44-108 record. One could say that Mack’s 
actions were the forerunner of “tanking.”

Collins, whose CVI ranks second only to Rogers Hornsby at 2B and 16th overall, 
was a “Deadball Batting Master” and an elite Hall of Famer. He was a slick-fielding 
singles hitter extraordinaire, who made a science of studying pitcher tendencies 
to become a prolific base-stealer and run scorer. He had almost no power; his .095 
ISO was among the lowest in the HOF. His 1499 career bases on balls was unusu-

Connie Mack’s First Dynasty

Eddie Collins (2B):
154.8 CVI – Chicago AL (66.6),  

Philadelphia AL (57.3)

Home Run Baker (3B):
70.6 CVI – Philadelphia AL (42.2),  

New York AL (20.5)

Eddie Plank (SP):
80.4 CVI – Philadelphia AL (77.5)

Rube Waddell:
69.0 CVI – Philadelphia AL (44.5)

Beyond the Numbers (cont’d)

•	 The	 clean-cut,	well-built,	 college-educated	Mathewson,	who	 joined	 the	Giants	 in	
a	lopsided	1901	trade	which	sent	the	washed	up	Amos	Rusie	to	Cincinnati,	made	
quite	a	contrast	with	the	5’7”	155-pound,	profane,	rough-hewn,	hard-drinking	John	
McGraw,	who	managed	him	for	most	of	his	career	and	loved	him	like	a	son.

•	 Mathewson	helped	uncover	the	Black	Sox	scandal	as	a	baseball	reporter	in	1919-20.	

•	 Walsh	was	not	the	ace	of	the	1906	White	Sox	“hitless	wonders”	World	Series	cham-
pions	but	won	Games	3	and	5	over	the	heavily	favored	Cubs	in	the	World	Series,	
yielding	only	1	ER	in	15.0	IP.
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ally high for this era, amplifying the offensive value of 
his baserunning. His .424 OBP was comparable to Cobb’s 
and Speaker’s and ranks 12th on the career leaderboard. 
Collins also ranks seventh with 741 SB and 12th with 
187 3B (reflecting speed more than power). He won the 
fourth and final Chalmers award in 1914 as MLB’s best 
player, but that didn’t save him from being sold off to the 
White Sox as part of the financially motivated purge of 
the team’s biggest stars.

Collins spent eleven years with the White Sox, one more 
than he spent with the A’s, and continued to excel. His 
high point with the White Sox was the 1917 World Series, 
in which he hit .409/.458/.455 to spark a 4-2 victory. 
The low point was the infamous 1919 World Series. Col-
lins was the captain of the faction-riven “Black Sox,” but 
was not implicated in the scandal. The BBWAA elected 

Collins to the HOF in 1939; he attended the inaugural induction ceremony.

Never considered the best pitcher in the AL or even the ace of his own team, un-
derrated southpaw Eddie Plank quietly outlasted and outshone most of his peers 
while winning 326 games over the course of his 17-year career. He also pitched 
superbly in four World Series, compiling a 1.32 ERA and 0.878 WHIP in 54.7 IP, 
although his W-L was only 2-5. His excellent 6.4-WARP season in the inferior Fed-
eral League at age 39 in 1915 contributed 5.8 to his CVI, it was 74.6 even without 
counting that season. CVI ranks him at the 0.57 percentile overall, making him a 
solid Hall of Famer. 

“Home Run” Baker seems an incongruous nickname for someone who never hit 
more than 12 HR in a season and had more than twice as many SB (235) as HR 
(96) in his career. Baker’s nickname derives from two key HR he hit in the 1911 
World Series in consecutive games against future Hall of Famers Rube Marquard 
and Christy Mathewson, rather than high annual home run totals. However, he 
did pack a lot of muscle into his 5’11’ 173-pound frame and swung his 52-ounce 
bat with great force. In his six-year prime (1909-14), Baker hit .321/.376/.471 (153 
OPS+) and averaged 8 HR, 102 RBI, 95 R, 268 TB, 29 SB, and 7.0 WAR per season. 
His consecutive AL HR titles in 1911-14 further attest that his nickname was not 
entirely undeserved. 

Baker got into a salary dispute with Connie Mack after the great sell-off and sat out 
the entire 1915 season. Finally, Mack gave in and sold his contract to the  Yankees, 
where he was solid but not a star. Baker sat out the 1920 season after his family was 
struck with scarlet fever, which killed his wife and afflicted his two infant daugh-
ters.33 Baker finished his career with the Yankees as a complementary player on 

Eddie Collins, 1911
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their 1921-22 AL champions. CVI ranks Baker 10th 
among 3B and at the 0.82 percentile overall.

Amos Rusie may have been the Hoosier Thunder-
bolt, Walter Johnson may have been the Big Train, 
and Bob Feller may have been “Rapid Robert,” but 
Rube Waddell was MLB’s premier strikeout pitcher 
until Sandy Koufax came along in the 1960s. Over 
the course of his 13 career, Waddell struck out 7.0 
batters per 9 IP and 0.94 batter per hit allowed. Be-
fore Koufax, only Bob Feller (6.7 SO per 9 IP and 
0.79 SO per hit allowed) even came close to Wad-
dell. By contrast, Walter Johnson had only 5.3 SO 
per 9 IP and 0.71 SO per hit allowed, while Rusie had 
only 4.6 SO per 9 IP and 0.58 SO per hit allowed.  
Waddell was no one-trick pony. In 1902-06, he won 
112 with 1344 SO, a 1.94 ERA, and 1.060 WHIP and 
accrued 43.8 WARP with the Athletics. But his prime 
was relatively brief, and he won only 193 games in his career. Although Waddell 
was the ace of the Athletics’ 1905 AL champs, he was long gone by 1910 when they 
won their first World Series. Still, CVI ranks him at the 0.92 percentile. He clearly 
deserves his plaque in Cooperstown.

Beyond the Numbers

•	 The	Columbia-educated	Collins	was	an	exceptionally	smart	ballplayer	and	was	re-
sented	by	some	of	his	rough-hewn	teammates,	especially	when	he	wrote	analytic	
magazine	articles	that	exposed	their	vulnerabilities.34	

•	 In	1933,	Collins	finally	left	the	playing	field	after	25	major	league	seasons	to	accept	
the	general	manager	position	for	the	Boston	Red	Sox	under	new	owner	and	fellow	
Irving	Prep	School	alumnus	Tom	Yawkey.	Although	he	signed	future	Hall	of	Famers	
Ted	Williams	and	Bobby	Doerr	during	his	14-year	tenure	and	revived	a	long-dormant	
Boston	franchise,	his	last	major	decision	for	the	Red	Sox	(with	Tom	Yawkey)	was	
failing	to	pursue	and	sign	Jackie	Robinson.	The	Red	Sox	were	the	last	MLB	team	
to	integrate.35

•	 Plank	was	 known	 for	 his	 outstanding	 control	 (despite	 an	unorthodox	across-the-
body	motion),	his	painfully	slow	and	fidgety	demeanor	on	the	mound,	and	his	lack	
of	a	good	pickoff	move	to	1B.36

•	 Plank	was	born	in	Gettysburg	only	12	years	after	the	great	Civil	War	battle.	In	retire-
ment,	he	supplemented	his	income	by	conducting	battlefield	tours.37

Rube Waddell, 1901
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Two of the eight players who forfeited their careers by accepting payment from 
professional gamblers to lose the 1919 World Series were on a HOF track before 
they fell from grace. Shoeless Joe Jackson, the illiterate South Carolina country 
boy, was the more sympathetic of the two. He was a speedy line-drive hitting OF 
with extra-base power, whose lifetime .356 AVG ranks third behind only Cobb and 
Hornsby. He hit .408 in 1912, when he posted a career-high 9.5 WAR, and more 
than .380 in three other seasons in his short career. Although he hit only 54 career 
HR, his 307 doubles and 168 triples gave him a robust .161 ISO – higher than any 
of the “Deadball Masters.” The fact that he hit .375 during the 1919 World Series 
and never received the money he was promised is sad but makes him no less guilty.

Eddie Cicotte is better remembered as the ringleader of the infamous “Black Sox” 
than for his fine career as MLB’s first master of the knuckleball, which otherwise 
could have made a nice story. It was Cicotte who instigated the plot and got paid in 
advance. Unlike the hapless Jackson, his complicity in the fix was obvious from his 
play. He hit Cincinnati’s leadoff hitter in Game 1, gave up six runs in 3.7 innings, 
and deliberately muffed a throw that could have started a double play. Cicotte 
pitched well in Game 4 but made two errors to let in two unearned runs in a 2-0 
loss. One error involved needlessly deflecting a relay throw that he should never 
have touched, allowing a runner who had already stopped at 3B to score. So as not 
to be too obvious or perhaps because he did not receive as much money as he was 
promised, he pitched well in a 4-1 Game 7 victory to narrow the Reds advantage to 
4-3 before the underdog Reds came back to rout co-conspirator Lefty Williams to 

Beyond the Numbers (cont’d)

•	 Although	Baker	was	 bow-legged	 and	 ran	 clumsily,	 he	 showed	 surprising	 speed,	
stealing	at	least	20	bases	every	year	from	1909-13,	topped	by	40	in	1912.	He	was	
also	a	fine	defensive	3B	(9.7	dWAR).	

•	 Born	on	April	Fool’s	Day,	Waddell	is	best	remembered	for	his	eccentricity,	often	tak-
ing	time	off	during	spring	training	to	play	marbles	with	street	urchins,	lead	a	parade,	
or	wrestle	an	alligator.38

The Damned

Shoeless Joe Jackson (RF):
82.5 CVI – Cleveland AL (34.9),  

Chicago AL (27.8)

Eddie Cicotte (SP):
63.6 CVI – Chicago AL (50.0),  

Boston AL (8.3)
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clinch the Series. Cicotte freely accepted responsibility for what he did and lived a 
long and productive life after baseball.39

One can sympathize with the naïve Jackson and even his not-so-naïve co-conspir-
ators since MLB players had been exploited and underpaid for years. They were 
not the first or only players to be involved with professional gamblers. But regard-
less of extenuating circumstances, accepting money to deliberately lose games (let 
alone the World Series) is a capital sin in any sport.

Baseball “lifer” Bobby Wallace, who is among the most underappreciated stars in 
MLB history, followed Young and Lajoie into the new AL in 1902, jumping from 
the Cardinals to the crosstown St. Louis Browns and signing a lucrative $32,500 
five-year contract.41 He was a spectacular defensive SS with a wide range, a flu-
id motion, and a powerful arm, who revolutionized how SS was played. His 28.7 
dWAR ranks eighth among all SS, just ahead of Dahlen and well above Davis. The 
impact of his excellence on defense was amplified by the prevalence of ground-
balls in the Deadball era. Indeed, Wallace set a still-standing record by handling 17 
fielding chances at SS in a nine-inning game; that record is unlikely to be matched 
in today’s era of “three true outcomes.” 

Wallace’s 105 OPS+, while above league average, ranks well below Davis and 
Dahlen, although he was often among the league leaders in hits, SLG, RBI, and 

Beyond the Numbers

•	 When	Cleveland	fans	voted	Jackson	into	the	team’s	Hall	of	Fame	in	1951,	Ed	Sul-
livan	booked	him	 to	appear	on	his	Sunday	night	TV	show	before	Christmas.	But	
Jackson	died	of	a	heart	attack	on	December	5,	just	two	weeks	before	his	scheduled	
appearance.	He	was	only	64	years	old.40

•	 Cicotte	was	a	late	bloomer,	who	was	considered	an	underachiever	for	the	first	eight	
years	of	his	career,	bouncing	 from	Detroit	 to	Boston	 to	Chicago.	Cicotte’s	career	
years	with	the	White	Sox	came	in	1917,	when	he	went	28-12,	1.53	ERA	(174	ERA+),	
0.912	WHIP	and	11.7	WARP,	and	1919,	when	he	went	29-7	with	a	1.82	ERA	(176	
ERA+),	0.995	WHIP,	and	9.6	WARP.

King of the Deadball Shortstops

Bobby Wallace (SS):
 73.8 CVI – St. Louis AL (48.4), St. Louis NL (14.1), Cleveland NL (13.7) 
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other offensive categories during his 14-year prime. From 1897-1910, Wallace ac-
crued WAR totals between 4.2 and 7.8 in 12 of 14 seasons. Unfortunately, Wallace 
toiled in relative obscurity for second division teams in St. Louis and Cleveland 
throughout his career. It took Wallace until 1953 to reach the HOF, but he lived 
long enough (87 years) to attend his induction ceremony. CVI ranks him 13th 
among SS and at the 0.72 percentile overall.

McGinnity and Willis were both workhorse pitchers who won 246 and 249 games, 
respectively, in careers straddling the 19th and 20th centuries. McGinnity won 26+ 
games with 339+ IP six times but lasted only 10 seasons. Willis was an eight-time 
20-game winner, who completed 388 of the 471 games he started in his 13-year 

Beyond the Numbers

•	 Wallace	began	his	career	as	a	pitcher,	compiling	a	24-22	record	with	a	3.89	ERA	
(125	ERA+)	with	the	Cleveland	Spiders	in	1894-96.

Iron Men

Iron Man Joe McGinnity (SP):
72.6 CVI – New York NL (31.6),  

Baltimore AL (13.3), Brooklyn NL (8.4)

Vic Willis (SP):
 69.4 CVI – Boston NL (42.6),  

Pittsburgh NL (21.2)

Bobby Wallace
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career and exceeded 300 IP eight times, including 410 IP in 1902. Both were key 
contributors to championship teams – McGinnis with the 1905 Giants and Willis 
with the 1899 Beaneaters and 1909 Pirates.

McGinnity relied on a rising curveball, which he threw underhand, and a 
hard sinker which he threw overhand.42 Sometimes he pitched both games 
of a  double-header throwing overhand in one game and underhand in the 
 other.  The 6’2” Willis threw harder and missed more bats (3.7 SO per 9 IP 
 versus 2.8 for McGinnity), but he was no Rube Waddell. Their ERA+ numbers 
(120 for McGinnity and 118 for Willis) were very good but not great. CVI ranks 
them at the 0.75 and 0.88 percentile, respectively, making them solid Hall of 
Famers.

These two steady compilers, whose careers straddled the 19th and 20th centuries, 
shared the common fate of playing second fiddle on their own teams to two of 
the most transcendent superstars of their time, Ty Cobb and Honus Wagner. 
Crawford was a legitimate Hall of Famer in his own right and even outshone 
Cobb in two areas. He hit 309 triples, 14 more than Cobb, to top the career lea-
derboard, and he outhit Cobb against the great Walter Johnson. Crawford was 
also one of baseball’s strongest men, who unlike most pre-Ruthian sluggers, did 
not pull his punches at the plate. His simple approach – just hit the ball hard and 
let the chips fall where they may – produced more 2B and 3B than HR. Although 
he hit only 97 HR and never led the league in SLG, he finished in the top 10 in 
SLG for 15 consecutive years (1901-15), and his ISO was a solid .143. Like Cobb, 
Crawford was unproductive in the Tigers’ consecutive World Series defeats in 
1907-09. His 68.2 CVI ranks 15th in RF and at the 0.94 percentile overall. He is a 
deserving Hall of Famer. 

Clarke, who played his entire 21-year career as Wagner’s teammate in Louisville 
as well as Pittsburgh, was (as discussed in Chapter 2) a classic compiler with a 
133 OPS+ including eight 4-WAR seasons but only one with >5.3 WAR. His 57.8 
CVI ranks 13th in LF and at the 1.27% percentile overall, placing him in HOVG 
territory.

Second Fiddles

Sam Crawford (RF):
 68.2 CVI – Detroit AL (63.6),  

Cincinnati NL (11.7)

Fred Clarke (LF):
 57.8 CVI – Pittsburgh NL (46.7),  

Louisville NL (21.2)
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Born in the Centennial year of 1876, “Three Finger” Brown, whose pitching hand 
was mangled in a childhood accident, won 148 with a 1.63 ERA (164 ERA+), 0.972 
WHIP, and 40.2 WARP as the ace of the outstanding Cubs teams of 1906-11, which 
won four pennants and two World Series. He dueled Christy Mathewson to a 
stalemate in many head-to head matchups during that period and won their most 
famous faceoff – the 1908 playoff game necessitated by Fred Merkle’s notorious 
“boner” two weeks earlier – shutting down the Giants with one run in 8.3 IP in 
relief of starter Jack Pfister. Brown was also the Cubs “closer,” with 41 saves in 
1906-11, However, CVI cannot fully capture this aspect of his career because gmLI 

Beyond the Numbers

•	 Crawford	and	Cobb	had	a	complicated	relationship.	Crawford	was	older	than	Cobb	
and	led	the	merciless	hazing	Cobb	received	as	a	rookie	in	1905.	Cobb	always	re-
sented	the	easy	going	but	sharp-witted	Crawford	for	his	role	in	this	hazing	but	still	
lent	his	voice	to	the	successful	campaign	to	elect	Crawford	to	the	Hall	of	Fame	in	
1957.43

•	 In	1917,	Crawford	retired	to	a	walnut	orchard	in	California	and	immersed	himself	in	
the	study	of	literature	and	philosophy.	His	insightful	interview	in	Lawrence	Ritter’s	
The Glory of their Times	is	a	must	read.44

•	 Clarke	 is	 the	 only	man	with	 over	 2000	H	 as	 a	 player	 and	 over	 1000	wins	 as	 a	
	manager.

The Man With Three Fingers

Mordecai “Three Finger” Brown (SP):
57.1 CVI – Chicago NL (48.3)

Three Finger Brown hand
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Other Hall of Famers

Table 4.4: CVI-Minus Hall of Famers 

A) Players (Position) MidCareer HOF AVG/OBP/SLG OPS+ WARH CVI
Flick, Elmer (RF) 1903 VC .313/.389/.445 149 53.0 52.4
Wheat, Zack (LF) 1919 VC .317/.367/.450 129 60.1 52.3
Collins, Jimmy (3B) 1901 VC .294/.343/.409 113 53.4 50.1
Tinker, Joe (SS) 1908 VC .262/.308/.353 96 53.2 47.4
Carey, Max (CF) 1919 VC .285/.361/.386 108 54.5 45.2
Bresnahan, Roger (C) 1907 VC .279/.386/.377 123 42.5 44.5
Hooper, Harry (RF) 1918 VC .281/.368/.387 114 53.2 44.2
Chance, Frank (1B) 1905 VC .297/.394/.395 135 45.8 44.1
Evers, Johnny (2B) 1909 VC .270/.356/.334 106 47.7 41.2
Maranville, Rabbit (SS) 1919 BBWAA .258/.318/.340 82 42.9 40.2
Schalk, Ray (C) 1917 VC .253/.340/.316 83 33.0 32.4

B) Pitchers MidCareer HOF ERA/WHIP ERA+ WARP CVI
Joss, Addie (SP) 1906 VC 1.89/0.968 142 47.7 42.1
Chesbro, Jack (SP) 1904 VC 2.68/1.152 111 42.7 42.6
Bender, Chief (SP) 1909 VC 2.46/1.113 112 42.3 40.9
Marquard, Rube (SP) 1914 VC 3.08/1.237 103 34.8 31.3

data from the deadball era are unavailable (I used 1.6 as a conservative estimate 
to calculate his CVI). Unfortunately , Brown (who did not reach the major leagues 
until age 26 declined rapidly after 1911. Still, he finished his career with 239 wins 
and a sparkling 2.06 ERA (146 ERA+). CVI ranks him at the 1.30 percentile, plac-
ing him in the HOVG, but he may have been better than that.

The 15 CVI-Minus Hall of Famers from the Deadball Generation – 11 hitters and 4 
pitchers – are listed in Table 4.4. Most were elected by the VC in their hyperactive 
pre-1980 years (see Chapter 11). None quite measures up as a Hall of Famer. As in 
Chapter 3, I have provided capsule comments on these 15 players below. 

On the pitching side, Joss has the most credible HOF case. He was a truly brilliant 
pitcher, whose career and life ended at age 31 due to a bacterial infection. In his 
nine MLB seasons, he accrued 160 W with 45 SHO and two no-hitters (including a 
perfect game). He trails only Ed Walsh with a 1.89 ERA (142 ERA+), and his 0.968 
WHIP tops the MLB career leaderboard. 

Bender and Chesbro have weak HOF credentials. Bender, an ace SP for Connie 
Mack’s dynasty teams, was a good but not great pitcher. Spitballer Chesbro made 
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the HOF based largely on a single spectacular season in 1904, when he won 41 
games in 454.2 IP, tops in the 20th century. His 10.6 WARP that year was nearly twice 
as high as in any other season. He won 157 games and accrued 31.9 WARP in his 
other 10 seasons. 

Flick and Wheat are the strongest hitters in Table 4.4, with 149 and 129 OPS+, 
respectively, but neither played great defense (-5.5 and -6.9 dWAR). Flick had nine 
4-WAR seasons, six with >5.3 WAR, but played only 13 seasons. Wheat, who along 
with Bender and Early Wynn are the only Native Americans in the HOF, had WAR 
>4 in only six of his 18 seasons.45

Table 4.4 contains several other interesting players. Tinker and Maranville (the 
only BBWAA selectee in this group), who stand fourth and sixth among all SS with 
34.3 and 30.8 dWAR, represent the leading edge of the good-field-no-hit SS, who 
are a special favorite of HOF voters, extending to Omar Vizquel today. 

Tinker’s ticket to the HOF was as the leading man of the Tinker-to-Evers-to-
Chance double play combination (immortalized in poetry) at the heart of the 
1906-08 Chicago Cubs teams that won an all-time record 116 games in 1906 and 
consecutive World Series in 1907-08.46 Neither he nor Maranville hit like Hall 
of Famers, although their defensive prowess was undeniable. Collins and Evers 
also rank high defensively at 3B (16.8 dWAR, 10th) and 2B (15.4 dWAR, 16th), 
 respectively. 

Chance’s CVI is unimpressive, but this is largely because he was injured so often 
and amassed only 5135 PA in 17 154-game seasons. His 135 OPS+ indicated that he 
was a very good hitter when he took the field. Both Chance (who managed the 
Cubs to three pennants and two World Series championships in 1906-08) and Col-
lins (who managed the Red Sox to consecutive pennants in 1903-04 and to victory 
in the first modern World Series) get extra points. 

Bresnahan was a good-hitting catcher-OF and a solid defender (6.5 dWAR), who 
played for 17 years and peaked at 5.8 WAR in 1908. He ranks second among catch-
ers with 212 SB, fifth with a .386 OBP, sixth with 71 3B, and tied for seventh with a 
126 OPS+. 

Carey and Hooper were good but not great players. Hooper may have gotten a 
boost from ex-teammate Waite Hoyt on the VC. 

Bottom of the Pile

Two Deadball Generation players earned this dubious accolade. 

Ray Schalk was an excellent defensive catcher (18.3 dWAR) and team leader, who 
was well liked by everyone and untainted by the Black Sox scandal, but he was not 
good enough to be in the HOF. His .253 AVG (with a meager .063 ISO) is the lowest 
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in the HOF, his OPS+ was only 83, and his WAR never exceeded 4.2 in any season. 
If you like defense-first catchers, Jim Sundberg, who played from 1974-1989, mostly 
with Texas, was a better player (42.5 CVI) and a better defender (25.3 dWAR).

Except for an outstanding three-year run in 1911-13, in which he compiled a 73-28 
W-L with a 2.52 ERA (131 ERA+) and a 1.151 WHIP for three consecutive Giants NL 
pennant winners, Rube Marquard had a relatively undistinguished 18-year career. 
His ticket to the HOF was his 19-game winning streak in 1912, which still stands as 
an MLB record today, His career ERA+ was a mediocre 103. There are 219 pitchers 
with more than Marquard’s 34.8 career WARP. A close contemporary comp is Jared 
Weaver (34.9 WARP), who was a fine pitcher but no one’s idea of a Hall of Famer.




